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Dear Readers, 
We are filled with a great sense of
satisfaction and gratitude as we present to
you the 10th issue of The Probe which
marks a year since inception. We are one
year old! Please continue to support us.
Every time you read a piece published by
us, share it with your friends and loved
ones and most importantly, when you
share your views on our work- it means a
lot to us, keeps us going and helps us
improve. We are, afterall, student-run and
learning happens on each page of The
Probe. Right from when we have the first
meeting to discuss an issue to the most
intricate of design elements, we learn
something every time and we are sure you
do too. 

In this issue, we discuss one of the
highlights of the year, the farm laws and
the protests that followed in the cover
story, break down existentialism in our
‘Deconstruction’ series and bring to you
the views of University of Delhi on the
skyrocketing cut-offs in The Probe Survey.

We express our heartfelt gratitude to
Mr Anil Swarup, Former Coal Secretary
of India, for interacting with us and
sharing his views on the recurring
problem of coal shortage. Special
thanks to Dr Jayan Jose Thomas,
professor of economics at Indian
Institute of Technology, Delhi, for
shedding light on the growth prospects
in the Indian labour market.  

Message From the

Team
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The Government of India’s three
farm laws have been the focal
point of the political tidings soon
after their passing as ordinances
and later after being tabled and
rushed through in the parliament
has had a constant presence on
the frontpages of dailies. The issue
has been taken up in various
parts of the country but the
highest sense of sincerity was in
the states of Punjab, Haryana and
Uttar Pradesh. Public policy is
multifaceted and a policy decision
related to agriculture in India has
a colossal effect on both politics
and economy. Agriculture has
been the single largest employer
of the country with respect to
industrial and service sectors.
Despite its diminishing
proportion over the past few
decades, the recent “Periodic
Labour Force Survey” still shows
the dominance of agriculture as
45.6% of the total workforce is
engaged in it for 2019-20. The
large share of the population 

No Country for Farmers:

Democracy, Reform and

Dissidence

dependent on agriculture is the reason
why policies centered around it have
the power to benefit political entities
by affecting demographics in a
democracy. 

Agriculture Markets in
India

The Indian agriculture markets have
been broadly organised by state
support and an elaborate bureaucracy
has been sanctioned for the operations
of such markets. The farmers’ produce
has been sanctioned to be marketed
only in the mandi regulated by the
Agricultural Produce Market
Committee Act (APMC) enacted by the
state governments. As of February
2021, there are 6,946 regulated APMC
mandis in the country. The first sale
can only be conducted under the aegis
of the APMC and commission agents
are licensed for carrying out the same.
Such a placement of buyer and seller
was adopted in India to ensure fair
practices in the agri-markets under a 

regulated ecosystem. However,
the APMC market yards have
their own issues. These markets
have a fee from both buyers, the
mediating agents and
functionaries like logistical and
storage agents. Such charges
lead to the increase in the price
of farm produce leading to
market distortion. Prior to the
GST regime, the Value-Added
Tax (VAT) on the first sale of
agricultural produce was as
high as 10 per cent (for paddy)
in Punjab and Odisha. The
regulated nature of such a
marketing system increases the
supply chain, brings market
distortion to the pricing and
obstructs competition. The issue
of multiple charges and fees
along with their high rates in
the APMC markets was also
mentioned in the Economic
Survey 2014-15 as “non-
transparent, and hence a source
of political power”. The mandi
charges are also collected with a 

How the farm laws debacle is a lesson not revised by NDA government 2.0
which spells disaster for democracy and economy even as it provides

momentary relief brought about by dissidence.
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stock maturity

38%
finance growth

tax but are not credited to the
state exchequer and thus the
funds collected pass through with
relatively negligible scrutiny as
other state taxes do.

In 2003, the Union Government
brought a Model APMC Act in
order to encourage the state
governments to make their
APMCs economically progressive
and ensure higher degree of ease
of doing business. It consists of
provisions of setting up of private
mandis, special markets for
specified agricultural
commodities, replacing the
licensing to registration-based
system, creation of modern
agricultural marketing
infrastructure, direct sale of
produce to contract farming
sponsors etc. However, there has
been a hesitancy in adopting
these reforms and states have
introduced them partially. 

 

Inducing Competition in
the Agricultural Markets

One of the three acts - The Farmers’
Produce Trade and Commerce
(Promotion and Facilitation) Act,
2020 aimed at changing the view on
farming to just being the supplier for
food security requirements, which
has been the main focus, but also
view it as the raw material supplier to
“agro-industry which culminates into
job creation and earning of foreign
exchange through export” (Statement
of Objects and Reasons of the bill).
The act enables any person with a
permanent account number (PAN)
from the Income Tax Department, to
be able to trade from a farmer with
certain conditions. The act specifies
the payment to be made within three
days and also mentions a dispute
resolution mechanism under the
“Sub-Divisional Magistrate” (SDM)
quasi-court. The appellate body is
made under the “District Collector”
and a boundary of thirty days to settle
the dispute. However, the act puts a
bar on the jurisdiction of any civil
court. 

In the terms of economics, it
aims at shortening the supply-
chain by linking the buyers to
the farmers and making the
process efficient and on the
farmers’ side, it increases the

 

5 June 2020 Farms
Bills are

introduced 

25 September
2020 The farmer

protests start 

27 September
2020 Presidential

assent
Timeline of

the farm

laws
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Increasing competition is believed to
make markets efficient and fair. After
the COVID-19 pandemic’s shock to the
Indian economy, policy makers have
started giving more attention to
achieve a higher growth rate which
further increases the size of the pie
(economy) rather than equal
distribution of the pie (economic
parity). 
Despite the government’s claims of
this act being a part of the tripartite
panacea, it leaves questions
unanswered. The provisions of this
act undos the policy of the APMC
market yards being the first point of
sale of farm produce. These might
sound restrictive or regressive in
nature but it is believed that these
markets are highly regulated and
provide a sense of security to the
sellers. The free market is not only
unregulated but also the sellers i.e.
farmers in rural India are sceptical if
buyers would adopt fair practices,
leading them hostile towards the
buyers even before the
implementation of the act. Another
major issue lies with the dispute
resolution mechanism. It defines the
first point of response to be the 

market size by broadening the
choice as trade barriers are
substantially eased. The inter-
state trade was another big
obstacle which has been removed.
by the act. 

conciliation board appointed by
the SDM. The members of this
board have to be nominated by
the parties itself within seven
days. The time limit for this
board to resolve the dispute has
also been set as thirty days but
the laws fail to define the
finances and infrastructure
used by this board to carry out
its proceedings. There are other
ambiguities as well as to why
the civil courts do not have a
jurisdiction on the matters
related to the act and as to why
the immense share of decision
making is given to the
executives rather than the
judiciary. The SDMs and district
collectors are offices performing
a wide range of operations,
under such circumstances will
the text of the act actually see
reality is a question of great
concern. India’s bureaucracy
and judiciary has been long
known for being overworked.

3 December 2020
First Round of

Talks

25 November
2020 Delhi Chalo

5 December 2020
Second Round of

Talks

 
11 December 2020

Bhartiya Kisan
Union moved the SC
against the farm laws

 

TOPSHOT - A worker walks past crates stacked at an empty area
of the Agricultural Produce Market Committee (APMC) yard
during a nationwide general strike called by farmers to protest
against the recent agricultural reforms in Navi Mumbai on
December 8, 2020. (Photo by Indranil MUKHERJEE / AFP)
(Photo by INDRANIL MUKHERJEE/AFP via Getty Images)
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outside the purview of APMCs in
agricultural markets, “Taskforce on
Employment Opportunities” under
the chairmanship of Shri (Dr)
Montek Singh Ahluwalia (2001)
recommended extension of the
benefit of decontrolling to agriculture
and advocated creation of a national
market. Even the reports by the
National Commission on Farmers
under the chairmanship of Dr M.S.
Swaminathan has stressed in various
submissions of the “Serving Farmers
and Saving Farming” report and
“Draft National Policy for Farmers”
for states to bring reforms in the
marketing and provide a legal
framework for greater contribution
from private players. 

Solving Market
Unpredictability and

Government
Procurement Disparity

A prodigious challenge ahead of
farmers is the unpredictability of
market forces. The minimum support
prices provided by the government 

Inefficiency Costs

The APMC marketing system had
another predicament to the
farmers’ as well as the economy of
delaying the trade due to
inaccessibility, inadequate
logistics, limited options for
selling etc. This delay has a huge
economic loss due to the low shelf
life of farm products. According to
the “Final Report of the
Committee of State Ministers in
Charge of Agricultural Marketing
Reforms, Ministry of Agriculture,
Government of India, 2013”, the
post-harvest losses were
estimated to be Rs. 44,000 crores
at 2009 wholesale prices. These
drawbacks have been mentioned
in various government reports
and studies and many of these
recommended reforms. For
instance, “Expert Committee on
Strengthening and Development
of Agricultural Marketing” under
the chairmanship of Shri
Shankerlal Guru (2001)
recommended free marketing and
encouraging private sector 

are only for government
procurement which covers a
substantial farm produce only
in some states. A glimpse at the
government statistics gives an
insight on the disparity in
government procurement
among states. According to the
RBI’s Annual Handbook of
Statistics on Indian Economy
2021-22, Uttar Pradesh was the 

12 January 2021
SC stays the

implementation
of the laws

26 January 2021
Tractor Parade

5 February 2021
Delhi Cyber
Crime Cell
toolkit FIR 
Rail Roko

27 May 2021
Farmers observe a

'black day'
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wheat in 2020-21 in Punjab has been
a whopping 127.14 LMT and in
Haryana 74 LMT while in Uttar
Pradesh it was just 35.77 LMT. This
means that in Uttar Pradesh, the
government procured just around
10.07% of the total production while
in Punjab and Haryana it was 74.16%
and 59.88% of the total procurement
respectively. The government
procurement in Bihar is negligible as
only 0.05 LMT was procured out of
the total production of 63.369 LMT.
Inadequate funds, infrastructure and
small land-holdings are the major
reasons for this discrepancy in the
food procurement. 

In absence or negligible presence of
government interference, farmers in
these states face a higher risk and
market unpredictability. The Farmers
(Empowerment and Protection)
Agreement of Price Assurance and
Farm Services Act, 2020 was brought
to resolve such issues by enabling a
legal framework and developing a
conducive environment for farmers to
engage with wholesalers, large
retailers, exporters, processors and 

largest producer state of wheat in
2020-21 and produced 355.03 LMT
(Lakh Metric Tonnes) of wheat
while Punjab produced 171.434
LMT and Haryana produced
123.58 LMT of wheat in 2020-21.
However, on analysing the state
wise food procurement data, the
proportions change. According to
the Food Corporation of India,
government procurement of 

other players of the supply
chain. It envisioned a sponsored
farming model with the risk
being transferred to the sponsor
at the time of agreement. The
act also provided protection to
the farmers’ land by prohibiting
any transfer of land ownership
(sale, mortgage or lease) and
against recovery. It has been
obligatory for the sponsor to
make the payment within three
days. 

Despite the progressive
provisions of optimising
efficiency and growth by the
resolution which is almost same
as the other FPTC Act. 

Farm Produces Not
Essentials Anymore

The third part of this tripartite
panacea being offered by the
Government of India is the
Essential Commodities
(Amendment) Act 2020 and it
removes a range of commodities 

22 October 2021
Public roads and

transport
indefinitely

blocked

19 November
2021 Repeal
announced

2 December 2021
The Farms Laws
Repeal Bill, 2021

receives
President's assent

end of

the

Timeline
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to bring one of the biggest reforms in
the agriculture sector of the country
after the green revolution were not
even sent to any parliamentary
standing committee. The protests
started in the parliament itself where
allegations of being manhandled were
made by opposition MPs and
Marshalls. Even the live proceedings
of the Lok Sabha were cut for a brief
period of time, from the erstwhile Lok
Sabha TV. In the Rajya Sabha too, the
opposition claimed that the
government does not have the
adequate numbers to get the majority
for passing the bill and demanded a
division of votes on the bill and not a
voice vote. Despite a collective request
from the opposition, the deputy
chairman Shri Harivansh Narayan
Singh refused. All these events
culminated in a protest by the
opposition MPs led by Trinamool
Congress leader Derek O’Brian who
sat in the parliament.

A large number of farmers’ unions
across states combined to form the
Samyukta Kisan Morcha and finally
decided to march towards the capital. 

like cereals, onion, potatoes etc.
from the list of essential
commodities. The law has been
categorized as an antiquated one
and constricts agro-based
industry via excessive regulatory
interference. The Economic
Survey of India, 2021-22 states: -

“The freedom to produce, hold,
move, distribute and supply
will lead to harnessing of
economies of scale and will
attract private sector/foreign
direct investment into the
agriculture sector. This
legislation will help drive up
investment in cold storages
and modernization of food
supply chain.”

Farmers’ Protest &
Repealing of the Acts

India’s farmers’ protest has been
in the headlines internationally
and garnered support from
leaders and celebrities
transcending national boundaries.
Strong economic reasoning and 
 the incumbent’s gigantic majority
could manage the ordinances to
become acts but had to face rage
on the streets. The initial protests
began in the states of Punjab and
Haryana, but its heat could also
be felt in the power-holding
corridors of Lutyens’ Delhi when
Union Minister Harsimrat Kaur
Badal resigned from her office in
protest against the three laws.
Even when the bills were laid in
the parliament, they were rushed
through by both the houses
without any substantial debate.
The legislations which were going 

New Delhi:Prime Minister Narendra Modi addresses media as
he arrives at parliament to attend the Winter Session, in New

Delhi on Monday, November 29, 2021.
(Photo: Qamar Sibtain/IANS). Image Source: IANS News

The sustainable practices of the
protests included mobilizing
support from communities
which engaged in agriculture
not for subsistence but for the
market, which enabled
managing adequate financial
resources. These protestors
adopted a relay method which
ensures its longevity. 

The protests have been
supported by various political
actors but remain farmer
oriented and reject supporting
any entity individually. The
protest has been continuing for
more than a year and spread
over the country by organizing
sit-ins, demonstrations and
rallies. 

There have been various efforts
by the government to call for
roundtable discussions but in

 vain. The sit-in on the national
capital border has been
repeatedly attempted to be
repressed by hard power. 
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protesters were branded as
Khalistanis and anti-national,
jingoistic rhetoric that the
government has been falling to
ever so frequently they find
their authority questioned that
it stopped working when they
needed it the most. The second
term of the government did not
take to their old warhorse a
tactic of bringing people
together against a common
villain- corruption in the case of
demonetisation which was met
with little to no resistance
despite being equally
exasperating, if not more. In the
context of the farm laws,
possibly ever-soaring food
prices or exploitative arhatiyas
may have worked over the
callous vilification of the
protesters. We say so as we
know that in a democracy for
any policy to gain legitimacy, it
must have consensus among the 

The Politics of Farm
Laws

The government can be said to have
failed for a few reasons that stand out
glaringly in hindsight. First, the
biggest shortfall has to be
communication- be it in the
parliament or with farmers directly.
With the protests brewing in Punjab
and Haryana, Akali Dal was in a
precarious position and chose to
distance itself from the NDA. This can
also be seen as a reminder of how
Punjab was largely unaffected by the
Modi Wave in 2019 which the Hindi
heartland was largely 
wooed by. Moreover, the way events
unfolded following the hasty passing
of the bills draws attention to the
urgent need for revival of quality
parliamentary debates over one-sided
Mann Ki Baat. 

Second, the disregard for consensus-
building was apparent when the 

Visuals of lathi-charge and water
cannons have filled front pages
but only led to strengthening of
the movement. The government’s
efforts to explain the provisions of
the laws to the farmers as being
pro-farmers have also been a
failure and the sustenance and
spread of the anti-farm laws
movement is its live and spirited
evidence. 

Tireless and dauntless efforts,
perseverance and unassailable
will of the protestors ultimately
made the government go back on
its decision and the Prime
Minister announced it himself
symbolically on the day of
Gurpurab i.e., the 19th November,
2021 at 9:00 a.m. The three acts
were brought in without
discussions and slapped
unilaterally violating
parliamentary conventions but
ironically, its repealing was also
done in the same way.
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masses irrespective of how
reformist a policy is in its
character. 

Third, the ‘at loggerheads’
approach of the government to jog
the opposition and state
governments’ memory of who’s
boss at the cost of people’s voice
in the parliament and cooperative
federalism fell flat on its face
which was arguably needed. The
lack of states and stakeholders’
participation in the law-making of
such politically sensitive subjects
only added to the serious dearth
of public discussions on the
reformist or malafide intent of the
laws. 

The price will be paid with
agriculture reforms getting stalled
indefinitely as future
governments shall look back to
the protests with immense
trepidation. The farm laws
misadventure also concretises the
image of the government as a
“Rollback government” that pulls
parachutes of repealing
contentious laws each term when
the winds are unfavourable like
they did in 2015 with the Land 

Rail Mat Roko!

Elections Ahead!

 
cartoon by hardik

bhandari 
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wary of hero-worship by ensuring not
“to lay their (our) liberties at the feet
of even a great man, or to trust him
with power which enable him to
subvert their (our) institutions” and
the last, to “not be content with mere
political democracy”. As here the first
warning is at odds with the other two,
perhaps sometimes protests are
necessary to bring up voices that are 

bill. Furthermore, Dr B. R.
Ambedkar warned successful
protests, civil disobedience, non-
cooperation and satyagraha in
independent India are the
“Grammar of Anarchy” in his last
speech to the Constituent
Assembly as it is a failure of
constitutional democracy. Adding
that we as a people should be 

muffled in the institutions that
are supposed to megaphone
them. 

Conclusion

In conclusion, the bills do not
have prima facie malafide
intentions as the reforms
were due since a very long
time. The agrarian crisis in
the country has been known
by all sections and action is
required. The farmers –
annadata, of our country are
on notice. However, the
government lost its iron
footing over the laws due to
suspicious behaviour while
bringing the laws.
Consensus-building cannot
be overemphasised with a
government over-
enthusiastic about reforms
and powerful enough to
circumvent traditional
processes. Such protests are
lessons learnt to help keep
the government in its tracks
and a reminder to take it
slow. The country had
already seen a nationwide
movement against the
Citizenship Amendment Act
earlier in 2020 and
contributed significantly and
effectively in raising
questions on the integrity of
the government. In a
democratic welfare society, it
is imperative to make policy
not only for people’s
betterment but also with
their confidence. Ignorance
of the power of
demographics in a
democracy shall be injurious.
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Abhilasha Rawat: Moving on to
the very first question as we know
that the recent Nobel Prize has
been awarded for empirical
contribution to labor economics.
In what ways do you think that
this research of the Nobel
laureates is relevant in the Indian
context?

Jayan Jose Thomas: Thank you
Abhilasha for that question. I
know one very interesting
conclusion that came from the
latest Nobel Laureates. The
conclusion emerging from it is
that- a rise in wages is not a
hurdle for economic growth.
Because, in some ways, it actually
goes against the various essence
and the very important argument
from neoclassical economics.
Mainstream economics, which
says that increasing wages is a
hurdle for growth. So I think
therefore it is very crucial. If I 

may speak a little more on that
because there's something which is
quite important from the Indian point
of view. We know perhaps this
argument between classical economics
and Keynes, it's actually because I
teach macroeconomics now. This is
something which I ask my students
also to read; Chapter 2 of The General
Theory of Employment and Interest
and Money in which Keynes mentions
classical postulates. He actually
mentions in the classical postulate 2
that, according to Keynes, the
argument from the Classical or later,
neoclassicals is that the economy
settles down at what is described as
the ‘classical full employment.’ But the
economy has to go beyond the classical
full employment. The responsibilities
lie with the workers. If workers agreed
to reduce their wages, the economy can
actually move beyond the classical full
employment. So that's the classical
argument. And Keynes in his General
Theory shows that that argument is
not correct. 

not correct. Unfortunately.
Keynes' arguments were not
always the mainstream
arguments. But in periods,
when Keynes Arguments
were taken seriously like, for
instance, when it comes to
the Western capitalist world,
the 1950s and 1960s, also
described as the ‘Golden age
of capitalism’, was a period in
which real wages increased
very fast. So, in some ways, that
was a time when the Western
governments understood that
wage cutting is not the way to
go. What is important is
creating demand in the
economy which would mean
increasing the wages. Increasing
real wages of workers also
means improvement in working
conditions. However, in the Post
1970s and especially after the
1980s, the consensus in
mainstream economics has been
very different. Neoclassical 
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economics, which gained
prominence in those decades, is
still the dominant narrative, is
that demand is not the main issue,
unemployment is not the main
issue. Inflation is, of course, a
much bigger issue and what is
needed is to keep wages
restrained, growth of wages
restrained. But at a huge cost for
working classes, all over the
world. So, therefore, I guess this is
an important contribution.
Especially, now when we are in a
crisis, very similar to the crisis of
the 1920s or 1930s, this is a
situation in which wage-cutting
can only worsen the crisis. In a
country like India, particularly
the Indian labor market which
has probably 80 to 90% of the
workforce is what is described as
the informal sector; where wages
are already too low and if you cut
wages any further, and at a time
when the factories across the
country and across the globe are
running at low levels of capacity
utilization because of the absence
of demand, we will be only
worsening the crisis. The typical
argument is that higher wages or
higher the wage share, lower will
be the profit share. So that's the
typical argument, why people say
wages should be reduced because
firms actually want to have a
higher share of the profits. But if
you look at the Keynesian,
Kaleckian argument- profit shares
and profit rates are different.
What is more important for firms
is the profit rate. The profit rate is
profit as a share of the capital that
is invested. And profit share is
profit as a share of the output that
is produced. If you have a
situation where the economy is 

operating at less than full
employment, much less than its
capacity. This also means that you
have all this capital invested, you
have the machinery, you have the
factories which are built, but none of
them are operating. When profit as a
share of your capital stock, your
denominator when you're operating
at a very low level of capacity, as it is
happening probably across India and
across the globe, then your profit rate,
even if your profit share is high, is
very low. So, what is needed to
change? To increase the demand. So,
you have a higher capacity utilization.
Although it may reduce profit share,
it will actually increase your profit
rate. So it is not just good for the
workers because the workers' better
wages mean a better life. A better life,
not just for them but for their future
generation. But also it is equally
useful for the capitalist, the owners of
capital, the owners of firms. So I
believe that you know, this Nobel
Prize has come at the right time. 

Pranav Jha: Recently, you have
written an article about an industrial
policy that prioritizes investments
based upon the social factors of the
region in the context of Kerala sir,
how do you believe our industrial
policy can be reformed to promote
such specializations and to keep an
also in mind the possibility of an
interstate competition? 

Jayan Jose Thomas: Thank you for
that question, because it touches
upon many of the factors, which I
wanted to say. One is that the
demographic structure changing. But
they're large interstate variations in
India, you have mainly Kerala, Tamil
Nadu, and other southern states. Also,
and perhaps to some extent Western 

states. And obviously, among
these Kerala and to a lesser
extent, Tamilnadu, they have
really reached a much higher
level of more advanced
demographic structure, it is very
similar to China in terms of its
demographic structure. ou
already have an aging
population. On the other hand,
you have states in the north and
east of India like Bihar, Uttar
Pradesh where there's a young
population and a young
population means much greater
opportunities. This means that a
pattern of development will
have to be different in the
different regions. A region that
has a greater amount of labor 
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surplus, and you have such a
growth of the working-age
population. They can actually
become the most dynamic regions
of economic growth not just in
India but perhaps in the world.
Already many regions of the
world, especially the developed
regions of the world, are facing a
population decline and a
declining working age. So when
you have such fast growth of
working-age population, it is a
huge opportunity and you can
have all kinds of industries there,
especially labor-intensive
industries because your labor
supply is very huge. So you can
have garments and textiles which
are labor surplus. Whereas if you 

think of Tamil Nadu or Kerala, there
is a shrinking labor supply. The
population is shrinking; so it is very
difficult for these regions even for
Tamil Nadu to depend on labor-
intensive industries which also means
that they have to really move into as
the demographic structure is
advancing. Otherwise, they're going to
be a big mismatch, in fact, that
mismatch is already there in many of
these places. The kind of jobs that are
created in places like Kerala and
Tamil Nadu is probably not the kind
of jobs that workers in these places
need. Now, they actually demand
more skilled jobs and they are
educated workers and they are
migrating, if they are not getting it
there. In fact, there's a huge amount 

of migration of skilled workers
from Kerala or Tamil Nadu to
other parts of the world. On the
other hand, you also have
inward migration mainly for
manual work. So we need to
have an industrial structure. We
need to have an industrial
policy. We should recognize that
we need different sets of
industries. So there is no reason
to compete. Even, there's no
reason why Kerala or Tamil
Nadu should compete, or Uttar
Pradesh or Jharkhand when it
comes to a labor-intensive
industry. There is no way you
can win. So ultimately
remember when you compete;
you compete by giving more tax
concessions and probably
making legislation easier for the
employers but ultimately
weakening your legislation is
not a positive outcome, whether
it is for labor for workers, or for
the environment. So there's a
cost to competition attached to
the combination. Whether it is
competition between states or
between countries. Ultimately
competition is favoring the
firms serving the capital, not
labor. So we should perhaps
avoid that competition. And
therefore, at least parts of India
now should be prepared for
more knowledge-intensive
industries. You can have a
whole set of industries based on
that. You can have electric
vehicles or food processing, So
clearly, we need planning and
Industrial policies for that.

Pranav Jha: Thank you for that
elaborate answer. So, you have
done extensive research on 

TOPSHOT - An Indian man carries bamboo at a
bamboo market at the banks of the river

Brahmaputra in Guwahati, the capital city of
Indias northeastern state of Assam on August 5,

2017. / AFP PHOTO / Biju BORO (Photo credit
should read BIJU BORO/AFP via Getty Images)
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India's demographic dividend and
how India should reap its
benefits. Do you believe India is
taking adequate steps to read
benefits from the demographic
window of opportunity and do
you believe that India is going to
fall into the trap of getting old
before getting rich?

Jayan Jose Thomas: Let’s take the
case of China where the 80s was
the period in which the Chinese
working-age population was
increasing at the fastest- 17
million a year, or 171 million
during this 10 year period, from
1980 to 90. But a good thing for
China's economic development
was that this was also the period
when the economy was growing
at a very fast rate. So it actually
turned out to be a dividend. The
other factor that needs to be
mentioned here is when China 
 started opening up in 1977. To
some degree, its achievements in
terms of health and education
were fairly good And this is a
point on which Amartya Sen 

always compares the Indian and
Chinese experiences. China opened up
in the sense of it becoming from a
state-led economy to a market-led
economy when it actually has. It
made these important
transformations in health and
education, social sector achievements.
Whereas, India's achievements in the
social sector were much less. We
know at the same time, our
demographic window has really
opened up now, 14 million a year.
That is 140 million between 2000 and
2010 was the increase in the working-
age population in India. The good
thing for India is theworking-age
population will continue to increase,
20 to 30 years old. So this decade, the
working-age population is expected to
increase by 92 million. After that, you
can see that the working-age
population increase is going to come
down. But as of now, India is clearly
one of the countries which is at an
advantage. Many advanced countries
of the world are facing a declining
population. Look at even China.
There's negative growth of the
working-age population in China.

 On the one hand, India is at a
big advantage due to this
increase in the working-age
population, but on the other
hand, the advantage of this
window of opportunities is not
for a long period of time. In
2020 to 30, the fastest growth is
in the 32-59 age group. Whereas
the growth of population in the
15 to 29, it's very small. It was 40
million in the 2000s. 20 million
in 2010. And very low, one or
two million in the 2020s, the
decade that we are in, and in
2030, they’re going to decline in
absolute numbers. This is a
population segment that is
going to increase in India. So
one is the 32-59 and the other is
going to be the 60 plus So even
after 2050, this is going to be a
big challenge. So, we have
multiple challenges. Creating
jobs for the young population;
being prepared for a population
that is going to be much older in
another 10-15 years. We'll be
facing challenges that are
currently faced by some of the
developed and rich countries. 

Guy pulling rickshaw in front of store fronts in Jaipur.
Johri Bazaar; Guy pulling rickshaw in front of store fronts in
Jaipur, India. (Photo by: Edwin
Remsberg/VWPics/Universal Images Group via Getty
Images)
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DU CUTOFFS

WHAT PEOPLE THINK:

 Survey by
Ritabrata Chakraborty and Kumar Harsh



 English 1st Year
Vineet Kumar

I think the allegations that are being put forward by
certain individuals or groups are partially true. I feel
so because:-

 It's true that some education boards in the country
have awarded marks to their students in a manner
that'll be considered more lenient in comparison to
the majority of our education boards at the senior
secondary level. But...
                                      They cannot be blamed for doing
so because i feel that every education board or
organisation in the country feels the obligation of
helping their students excel in the field of academics
and if education boards will be given an opportunity
to prepare results in a manner that best suits their
interests..then surely they'll go ahead with it.

The only solution to this problem is that a single...like
minded framework needs to be put forward that'll
deal with the pattern of evaluation to be followed all
across the country. This will lead to general
standardization of marks and provide a level playing
field for students belonging to different education
boards in the country.

I come from the CBSE Board, seeing the sky-high
touching marks the students from certain state boards
received, apparently made me feel dissatisfied, but
that's not the first time that our system has
disappointed us, and I am sure it's neither the last
time. LOL.

Bsc Statistics 1st year
Aman Ahammed M C

Admission to DU should be based on a hybrid system
of entrance exam and board exam marks, in which
60% weightage is given to entrance exams and 40% to
board exam marks. 

Economics 1st Year
Anirudh Arun.M 

Equity is supposed to be inherent in the idea of
education. When students are not judged on the basis
of a singular set of parameters, it puts the future of
our education system in serious jeopardy. The fact of
the matter is that not only are the question papers
across different boards heterogeneous, but they also
follow discrete syllabi and have their own salient
criteria for awarding marks. How can students from
different boards be then placed on a common platter
when it comes to admissions to the same college? How
can any rational body reasonably expect unbiased
outcomes from this terribly biased procedure? The
cut-off based system has been followed in India since
time immemorial in this disorderly and frankly
perplexing fashion. It is really worth pondering upon
the effects of such a regime that is solely based on
marks, totally bereft of any other consideration.

It is really time for us to put behind this system.
Balance and holistic admissions are the need of the
hour. Students should be encouraged to look beyond
marks. They should be judged on a wide range of
criterion. As for the board exams, all the schools in the
country should ideally follow a single pattern. But
since education is under state jurisdiction as well, the
only way possible is to introduce a common entrance
exam. It isn't a perfect method but it is the only way
forward. We have to challenge the status quo as it
exists.
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BAP 1st year
Rahul Bansal

It is true that state boards give more marks to its
students than the CBSE. We can resolve this issue by
doing normalisation of marks across all boards just
like SSC does it.

Economics 1st year
Anjali Maurya

In my opinion, I think instead of having such different
boards throughout the country there should be one
National board. This would not only facilitate
allotment of deserved and right marking pattern but
also resolve the above stated problem.

Commerce 1st year
Vandita

I went through a difficult time during the admission
process. there was a lot of anxiety after the first cut off
was out. it might sound dramatic but there were times
when i couldn't sleep as i was worried about getting
into a good college.

English 1st year
KUMAR RAJNEEKANT

The admission process was quite an eventful
experience, ranging from a bit of despair in the first
cutoff to a heartening moment in the 5th one. But a
drawback in the admission system apart from the
skyrocketing cutoffs was the disparity between the
cutoffs for various categories. The difference between
general and SC/STs are a bit reasonable also but I was
shocked by the difference between General category
and the newly devised EWS category.

History-1st year
        Leyyin faizal TK

Having a common entrance test would ease the
complex of admission to a great extend. As for an
inclusive criteria for merit based admission, the
University must assess the valuation criteria of every
state boards and come to a more reasonable points of
cutoffs.

BAP-1st year
        Jayvardhan

Please consider this point that proposing CUCET is not
a good idea. DU has its unique identity in all over
India of admitting students on the merit basis which is
very nice. And I don’t think that admitting students
through Entrance Exams is a good idea

BAP 1st year
Arpit Rituraj

I believe the reforms that are in the pipeline should
have been, and apparently could have been
implemented earlier, though anyways, I hope that the
ominous experience and troubles that people seeking
admission this year faced, the ones who'll come next
year won't .
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Pol Sci 1st year
Gavish Lohat

I was the first North Indian in my department who
took admission under the first cut off and and once I
joined the informal Whatsapp group I realised that
what had been all over the news was actually
true...there really was an overflow of Keralites in
North Campus or even DU for that matter. Was even
worried for a brief period that I wont find like-minded
batchmates. I won't hesitate to call it a cultural crisis .
However, I won't blame Keralites as it's none of their
fault, they took admission only after abiding by the
criteria prescribed by the University. They must have
seen this coming

Physics 1st year
Gadha S Nair

Yeah as a keralite it's extra for me... Mainly during
admissions process... Even yesterday during
orientation one of our student from hindu
commented"boycott keralites"in comment box.. I was
shook... I mean how can people blame us for scoring
marks... Even we had our lab exams during
pandemic... Still we had threats for being keralites

Econ 1st year
Hardik Bhnadari

Rather than potraying the process as unfair, it should
be noted that Kerala was one of the few states that
actually conducted their respective board
examimations. The pattern was then changed
according the the situations and lineancy in marking
was always expected..Although it was hard to accept
that, this has been a countrywide trend over the past
many years, that boards have been marginally
tweaking their paper patterns every year to have a
direct response in the form of improved performance
of the students. This effectively reduces the value of
the marks secured by students in the board
examinations. 

BAP 2nd year
Kartavya

Yes this is a very grave problem and very real. There
should be a normalisation procedure as there is for
JEE MAIN examination. It is the only way out.

Pol Sci 2nd year
Jipsa Fathima

being a student from the so called "certain board that
unfairly marked students" i felt alienated from my
classmates and most students seems to question my
merit and this has effected me mentally, more so after
the controversial statement by a certain professor of
DU

History 2nd year
Anonymous

Very good transformation to online mode

Arts 1st year
Sangam

Trauma 

Pol Sci 1st year
Silvia B Rapheal

The propaganda news some professors of DU were
trying to propagate during admission was
disheartening. 
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DU CUTOFFS

WHAT PEOPLE THINK:

 Interview by
Ritabrata Chakraborty and Kumar Harsh



Kumar Harsh: Warm Greetings from Caucus Hindu
College. You are the first person to opt for the telephonic
interview. Obviously, we had that procedure but were
sceptical whether people would do it or not. And I really
hope to see you in the interview of Caucus’s Induction
Process as well. And believe me, the cut-offs conundrum
is such that we have been a part of this as much as you. I
would like to start with your brief introduction - can you
just briefly introduce yourself?

Gavish Lohat: Yeah sure. Thank you for the warm
welcome. And as for the telephonic interview, what I
thought was that you would be calling me but this is also
fine. Also I happened to cover this episode in one of my
podcast’s episodes, so I was all the more eager to talk
about it. So about me-I am Gavish. I am from Delhi but I
reside in Bhopal. I have recently taken admission in
Political Science Hons in Hindu College. And as soon as I
saw the survey, I couldn't resist but signed up for it.

Kumar Harsh: That’s great. Both of us are from
Political Science Honours as well. About cut-offs we can’t
see anything else other than 100%, and it’s indeed
ridiculous. Last year when we joined the college, it was
99.5% and the only thing which I was sceptical about
was that it shouldn't be 100% because it seems to be
inappropriate and unjust.
This brings me to my first question. What do you think-
these cut offs like 100%, 99%- is it unjust to the
students? Or is it probably our fault, which is being
manifested in the bigger picture of a bigger scenario?

Gavish: Yeah of course it is unfair to begin with. But if
we think about it deeply, what does the cut-off reflelect?
It reflects the results. So obviously the authorities and
especially the admission authorities failed to ensure a
uniform admission system for all and that is what has
been causing this unfairness.

Kumar: That’s fair. But don't you think that the
education system itself is a product of what we
represent? Like as you might cover the CBSE journey as
well. First of all we had a very uniform system and
people were marked. And that time if I remember
correctly, the toppers would get around marks like 92-
93% and the top colleges in India had cut-offs like 89%
but then we came to CGPA and again the board pattern. 

So what I observe is that there is an increasing
tendency of making the board exam even simpler for
the students. So do you think that this is sometimes
contributing to the high cut-offs like 100% or 99%?
Like if this becomes very easy, of course the majority
of students will score good marks and that in turn
will increase the cut-off?

Gavish: Yeah of course the situation does tend to get
easier. Since boards have been more lenient in giving
out the marks, that is what we have been
experiencing. The boards are lenient and perhaps the
pattern of the paper has become easier to some
extent that children do end up scoring these high
marks and that's what gets reflected in the cut offs
ultimately.

Ritabrata: Yeah so I have a small follow up to it. So
do you think that the onus to rectify or at least
moderate this scenario is on the boards to reach a
consensus so they sort of keep a cap on scoring a
particular number of students above 95? So should
they sit down and reach or forge the consensus that
we should keep a limit?. Another way can be, as
many have pointed out in the survey, that there
should be a rationalisation process by Delhi
University itself so that the inter-board disparity in
the marks given to students can be mitigated to some
extent. But then again, the marks remain high.
Nowadays in some state boards, suppose 100
students are getting more than 99 and CBSE is giving
70-80 and the bottom line remains the same. So what
in your opinion can be the possible way out? Like
should the responsibility fall upon the board or the
admission structure of DU?

Gavish: Yeah, to answer that I think this was an
unusual academic year and it obviously called for
unusual measures to be taken up. As for the boards,
the boards already have given out the marking
criterion so nobody can really question that. But if
we are talking about the cut off, what lies in our
hands is what the university or the admission teams
decides. So to mitigate these discrepancies across
boards what the admission team could come up with
was they could have released separate cut offs for
separate boards, they could have perhaps introduced 
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interview process in the admission cycle to cut down and
avoid the problem of over admission.Also, there were
rumours about CUCT being conducted, Though I am
against CUCT, DU can obviously come up with specific
entrance test for itself and without losing the
significance of board marks they could perhaps devise a
hybrid system wherein both entrance, as well as board
marks, can be taken in some weightage. I think CUCT
will be pushed up for the next year or the next admission
year but we need to see how that plays out.

Kumar: Yeah, this is correct. I agree with you on that
part. So can you just tell me why are you are against
CUCT? As per to me it is a more fair model considering
the number of students getting 100% and as Rito
(Ritabrata) obviously pointed out the discrepancies
among the state boards. For instance, in Bihar board the
toppers, obviously you can question the education
system and we can go a lot in detail there. But in a
general level, the toppers of Bihar Board get around 94%
and even if they wish that they study in one of the
topmost colleges of India, say Hindu College, they can’t-
just because their board doesn’t actually believe in
giving that much marks. So won’t CUCT be a very fair
option to go ahead?

Gavish: Yeah to address the problem of Bihar Board
students, I think that problem can be solved by the
“separate cut-offs for the separate boards” idea. Then
you are competing with the children of your board only
and fighting for the seats or whatever. 
Now coming to CUCT, I stand against it because there
were critics arguing that it would again feed into the
monopolisation of the coaching institutes because it
questions you on your aptitude abilities and there were
also debates regarding what should be the language and
the Hindi Medium students may then fail to clear this
exam. And also regarding the CUCT, there was one
prominent argument that why does a student need to sit
for a central level examination making him/her eligible
for all the Central Universities in India, when he/she
only wishes to apply for DU? So perhaps a specific
entrance test for DU may be a better option rather than
CUCT, making eligibility for all the central universities
like JNU, BHU etc.

Kumar: Yeah of course it does have its own merits and 

demerits like all the exams we even see like IITs and
medical- one exam makes you eligible for all the
universities of India and that matter even NET-JRF,
so of course all these have their merits and demerits.
But I like this idea of having separate cut-offs for
separate boards. Even in Calcutta (Kolkata) some of
the colleges like St. Xaviers College, which is an
autonomous body and doesn't come under the
University of Calcutta, does release different cut-offs
for different boards to mitigate the discrepancy in
marks. 

Ritabrata: And so does the Jadavpur University, a
premier social sciences institute, for some specific
departments like History. They release it, not to that
extent which Gavish pointed out, but like there is a
different list of the state board of West Bengal and
for other boards. So yeah, you can say that it’s some
step in that direction of releasing different cut-offs.
So we already have some examples littered around us
reflecting the model propounded by you.

Kumar: And that absolutely seems correct. But you
know what, when we talk about different cut-offs
from different boards, I believe it won't be much of a
change. Because still some boards like Kerala Board
are giving high marks like 100% and even CBSE is
leaning towards the direction that they are giving
high marks. Rightly you pointed out that the year
which you applied or even I applied was an
unprecedented year but when we talk about the 2
years back like the present 3rd year, when
everything was normal, even then the cut-offs were
around 99%. So what it seems to me is that this is an
increasing fault that has been manifested in a great
manner and where everyone is talking about high
cutoffs and skyrocketing cutoffs. Like when we come
to the separate cutoffs for separate boards, most of
the boards are leaning in that direction, and even in
West Bengal board, they have started giving 100%. 
So won’t it be very futile to imagine that different
boards getting cut offs because at the end of the day
everyone has to sit around 99%? For that matter
exceptions may be like Bihar Board or maybe the
Jharkhand Board may have cut-offs around 93-94%
but majority of boards would fall around 99%
category. So won’t it be better to rectify the entire  
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life, a class teeming with students, this huge batch
that is coming to study that would some way affect
your learning and interacting experience?

Gavish: Yeah I think this only goes on to speak
volumes about how population is a real problem for
India and is the root of problems. Also of course over-
admissions does impact the physical infrastructure,
it creates a burden on that and disturb the student-
teacher ratio. We just got to know that we have been
divided into two sections. So the teachers need to
double their hard work . Also, I think Delhi
University must have learnt from its mistakes,
because after releasing the criteria for admissions
when they saw over-admissions, they couldn't really
do anything because the admission cycle criteria had
been already released. Then Delhi University also
issued this statement that it simply can't deny
admission to deserving students who fulfil the
criteria, irrespective of the board they belong to. So I
think late is better than never. Delhi University will
take necessary steps to curb this problem of over-
admissions, and all the problems related to it, from
next year onwards, and as of me, I think we'll have to
deal with whatever we have. We'll have to make the
best use of it.

Ritabrata: So, thank you for taking part in the
interview. 

education system that surrounds it rather than declaring
different cut offs for different boards?

Gavish: Yeah, I absolutely agree to that, We obviously
need something more than merit to justify our worth,
perhaps it could be an interview like St Stephens College
does or may be an entrance exam or perhaps it could be
a complete revamping our education system to make it
more holistic like how the private institutions usually
judge on entire personality beyond marks like in the
basis of extra curricular activities or SOPs or essays or
whatever. Perhaps that could be a remedy for this- a
holistic admission process.

Kumar: I do agree with you on this Gavish. There have
been examples from across the world showing the actual
efficient admission procedure rather than basing your
merit on one exam or one overall marks and that is also
correct upto some extent as well that we need a
revamping of our entire education system. One more
thing that we can absolutely agree on is that there is a lot
of scope for improvement. Over to you Rito.

Ritabrata: I think Gavish pointed it out well and I liked
the fact that he was unambiguous in vouching for the
separate boards. It is such a contentious issue that
different people take different stances and I think that is
what makes this survey and deliberation on this topic
more important and essential. Obviously we can't
divulge the results of the survey to you but we can say
for sure that many questions have been highly contested.
Like we have almost evenly played out responses on
either side yes or no. So that sort of exemplifies the
polarisation of this topic. 

Now that you are in college and you have gone though
that grind of release of cut offs and finally meeting the
cut-off but the unavoidable fact is that this year also
there have been over-admissions and to a huge extent
and that's a very stark problem. Even our professors, in
between lectures, have voiced their concerns, and
justifiably so. This phenomenon has been rising over the
years and that causes huge problems during teaching,
especially in offline classes. In online, it just matters in
the number of participants in the meet, but in offline
classes that would certainly put stress on the
educational and teaching infrastructure. So, do you
think that going forward, as you embark on your college 

Kerela Board is the real
reason behind these high

DU cut-offs. Boycott
them. 
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Do the skyrocketing cut-offs reflect poorly on our education system? 

Yes
70.9%

No 
19.4%

Unsure 
9.7%

A year which saw an exponential surge in Covid cases during a devastating second
wave also saw extreme (and ludicrous) figures in a list which has now become a ritual
phenomenon every year. The cut offs list of Delhi University elicit relief for some on
meeting the mark on the closest of margins, disappointment and helplessness for most,
and a pall of anxiety and anticipation for almost all. 100% has become the much-
coveted standard - as if infallibility is the expected norm. Yet, the scenario thereafter
isn’t too hunky-dory either. With over admissions and overburdened classes, the strain
on the educational infrastructure cannot be overstated. Amid this massive mess, the
common refrain has been that the admission systems needs an urgent overhaul.

For all its failings, the powers that be at least acknowledged the severity of the
situation. And then came the proposal for admission tests starting next year. Yet, for
successive batches who have encountered the cut-offs procedure, the impact still
reverberates. Standing at this juncture, The Probe decided to conduct a survey and an
(optional) interview to gauge the view of students, especially the freshers of this year,
on this issue. What came out was a wide-ranging medley of views, experiences and
suggestions, reflecting the fact that unanimity among the students is still distant,
except on the fact that a more humane system for admissions is the need of the hour.
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Be it CBSE, ISC, or the state boards, each one of them has been part of a
wider trend of progressively increasing the percentage of marks being

given to students with every passing year. Is this something to be stopped
and rectified?

Yes
80.6%

Unsure 
16.1%

No 
3.3%

Be it CBSE, ISC, or the state boards, each one of them has been part of a
wider trend of progressively increasing the percentage of marks being given

to students with every passing year. Is this something to be stopped and
rectified?

No 
54.8%

Yes
45.2%
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Does over-admissions, i.e. the number of students exceeding the
allotted seats in each department, adversely affect the educational
infrastructure by putting a burden on students and teachers alike?

Yes
74.2%

Unsure 
22.6%

No 
3.2%

Do you think the inter-board disparity in marks puts certain students at a
disadvantageous position with regards to others?

Yes
87.1%

Unsure
8.1%No 

4.8%
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Will the proposed entrance exam (CUCET) be a viable alternative mechanism
to conduct admissions to Delhi University? ( 1 - strongly agree; 5 - strongly

disagree) 

1 2 3 4 5

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

On a scale of 1-5, (1 not at all anxious; 5 - very anxious), how anxious were
you in the lead-up to the declaration of the cut-offs and their subsequent

exorbitance?

1 2 3 4 5

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 
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Verdant and Vibrant
 

Ritabrata
Chakraborty

The sky is not the limit!
 

Shantanu Upadhyay
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Rays after Rains
 

Ritabrata Chakraborty

Life through a bubble 
 

Aditya Singh
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Diving into a divine
bliss

 
Shantanu Upadhyay

The light of 'HOPE'
 

Simran Bali
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O growing up as ‘Muhyuddin Ahmad’ in
the intellectually budding city of
Calcutta, he was eventually destined
to be called as Abul Kalam (father of
speech), a sobriquet earned through
his excellence in writing and oratory.
And his last name, ‘Azad’ was
originally the pen-name of his
fearless journalistic career that
eventually got embellished as his
effective real surname. Besides being 

Abul Kalam Azad: the Maulana

whom India shouldn’t Forget

While some of
our national
leaders are
specifically

appropriated and
celebrated, figures
like Maulana Azad
are not discussed

beyond a nominal
commemoration.

This article
throws light on

the relevant ideas
cherished and

espoused by Azad,
and his

contributions to
nation-building.

 
 Muhammad Luqman 

n November 11th
this     year, another
National Education
day passed by
marking the 133rd 
                                                                  

a great leader, journalist and
educationist, Maulana Azad was
an eminent scholar, theologian
and polyglot whom Mahatma
Gandhi referred to as “the
Emperor of leaning” and
“person of the caliber of Plato,
Aristotle and Pythagoras”.

Maulana Azad was the youngest
and the longest-serving 

birth anniversary of free India’s
first Education minister and
prominent freedom fighter
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad. Born
as ‘Firoz Bakht’ in Mecca, the
holiest city of Muslims, and 
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President of the Congress before
Independence and was the tallest
figure among the nationalist
Muslims who strove for the cause
of an undivided India. Subhash
Chandra Bose naming an INA
brigade after Azad along with
other brigades named after
Gandhi, Nehru and Bose clearly
attests to his position among the
top patriots of India’s freedom
struggle. He constituted the
famous trio along with Jawaharlal
Nehru and Sardar Patel that
carried out negotiations to declare
independence from the British
and laid the foundation of a
secular democratic republic.
However, whether we give due
importance to his thoughts and
legacy is something to retrospect
and ponder upon. 

 

Embodiment of the
Greatness of Past and

Present:

“Today we have lost our Mir-e-
Karavan (Caravan’s leader).”-
This is how Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru announced the
demise of his long-term comrade
Maulana Azad. As Nehru had
written, this companion was a
very special representative of
India’s great composite culture
and combined in himself the
graciousness, deep learning and
tolerance of the past and urges
and outlook of the Modern era.
Maulana Azad was a profound
Islamic scholar, who wrote an
exceptional Urdu commentary
and translation of holy Quran and
expounded the need for a self-
determined good governed state 

 

in the light of Quranic verses. He was
against perceiving ideals like equality,
democracy, freedom and justice as
purely modern western concepts.
Instead, he articulated that they are
also embodied in the history and
scriptures of the East. The messages
of patriotism and faith were carefully
knitted together in his popular
weekly Al Hilal to encourage people to
fight unanimously against imperial
dominance. 

Proponent of Indivisible
and Inclusive
Nationalism:

‘Indivisble Nationalism’ is the term 

used by historian S. Irfan Habib
to define the nationalist
philosophy of Abul Kalam Azad.
He never imagined nationality
to be construed around a
communal identity and refuted
the two-nation theory citing
both historical and religious
invalidities. For him, if Hindus
can claim India as their nation
because they have lived here for
centuries, so can the Muslims as
they too have been here for
more than a thousand years.
Thus, Azad evocatively
concluded that “these thousand
years of joint life has moulded
us into a common nationality.''
Since this stemmed naturally,
no fantasy or artificial scheming 
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to separate and divide can rupture
this unity.
Maulana Azad’s approach to
nationalism was inclusive and
harmonizing. He was critical
about narrow-minded sentiments
in the name of ‘true nationalism’
that advocated leaving behind the
English language and all western
principles. He argued that no seal
can be put on learning and it
would be wrong to put ourselves
in a cage that shuts out each ray
of the light of western learning
and civilization. He was also
against aggressive nationalism
which injects hatred and
exacerbates otherization. “I [as a
Muslim] am proud of being an

 

Indian. I am part of the indivisible
unity that is Indian nationality. I am
indispensable to this noble edifice
and without me this splendid
structure is incomplete. I am an
essential element, which has gone to
build India. I can never surrender
this claim.”- Azad’s declaration
always rings starkly against those
who question a Muslim’s patriotism
and loyalty towards the nation.

 
Flagbearer of Hindu-

Muslim Unity

“If an angel were to descend from the
clouds today, settle on the Qutub
Minar of Delhi and proclaim from 

there that India will attain
Swaraj provided Hindu-Muslim
Unity is renounced, then I
would renounce Swaraj and not
sacrifice Hindu-Muslim Unity,
because if Swaraj is delayed, it is
the loss of India, but if Hindu-
Muslim Unity is lost, it is the
loss of humanity."- These were
the words of Maulana Azad
when he became the youngest
president of Congress in 1923.
He held on to his words even
when his fellow leaders
retreated and partition became
inevitable, and tried his best to
avoid dividing the country on
religious lines. When many of
the Muslim elites supported
partition of Bengal in 1905
which was part of British policy
of ‘Divide and Rule’, Azad was
staunchly against it. Mahatma
Gandhi blended the Khilafat
Movement with the Non-
Cooperation Movement after
consultation with Azad,
ultimately aiming to bridge
Hindu-Muslim political rifts.
Importantly, after becoming a
minister in Nehru’s cabinet, he
continued the efforts to promote
India’s syncretic culture by
establishing Indian Council for
Cultural Relation (ICCR).

 

 

Visionary of an
Educated and

Enlightened Society
 

Maulana Abul Kalam Azad was
independent India’s first
Education Minister and guided
the destinies of the nation for
eleven years. He envisioned an 

Jawaharlal Nehru with Maulana Abul Kalam Azad. Source: Wikimedia Commons
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Technology, playing an instrumental
role in the establishment of a number
of Akademies namely the Sangeet
Natak Akademy, the Sahitya
Akademy and Lalit Kala Akademy.
 

Conclusion- A Beacon
for the Present

 
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad was a
unique personality who could pursue
multiple paths which people consider
hard to use together; whether it be
scholarly life and active struggle,
modern values and religion and
nationalism and humanism. His
thoughts and actions were not
contradictory and resonated in a
congruous manner resembling the 

enlightened society with non-
violent, non-exploitative social
and economic order wherein the
youth is disciplined and women
lead a dignified life. He believed
that it is only possible through
liberal, modern and universal
education combining the
humanism of Indian arts and
rationalism of western sciences.
According to Azad, the aim of
education was not primarily
material but ethical. Education
must not create parasites in
society. Care should be taken for
ensuring that educated classes are
not isolated from the masses and
are integrated with them.

When Maulana Azad became the
first Education Minister, he
inherited a country with sparse
educational infrastructure, dismal
literacy rate and devoid of a
national system of education. It
was on such a shaky foundation
that he laid the seeds of modern
India, establishing institutions
like University Grants
Commission (UGC), Central
Institute of Education (CIE), the
first Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) at Kharagpur
and setting up Commissions
which recommended the
foundation of National Council of
Educational Research and
Training (NCERT) and Regional
Colleges of Education (RCEs). He
formulated programs and policies
that promoted girls education,
strengthening curriculum,
teachers training, adult literacy,
vocational training and
agricultural education. He
believed as much in Fine Arts and
Music as in Science and 

pluralistic tradition which
raised him and what he stood
for. His strong unapologetic
statement during the sedition
trial in 1922 emphasizing that
he is not afraid of any colonial
court, and the pride in the fact
that ‘justice’ denied to Jesus,
Galileo and Socrates was turning
against him, shouldn't suffer a
collective amnesia. Maulana
Azad's art of maximizing the
potential of limited resources
and perceiving education in its
most humane aspect must
always guide us. Above all, his
social and political ideas
adhering to inter-religious
harmony perhaps bears greater
relevance than anything today.

Mahatma Gandhi, Pt. Nehru & Maulana Azad in Wardha in August 1935
Source: Getty Images
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Media is the fourth pillar of democracy. But
is the pillar in ruins? Moreover, what’s the

reason behind this kerfuffle? Check the
next article that tries to make sense of these

questions.
 



W
Nobel Peace Prize, meanwhile, was
conferred upon Maria Ressa from
Philippines and Dmitry Muratov from
Russia. Besides the fact that both of
them are Nobel Laureates now,
there’s another commonality linking
them.       

They are both Journalists.

There’s much to dig out from this 

Media In India: The Dilapidated

Pillar Of Democracy

Media is the
fourth pillar

of democracy.
But is the

pillar in ruins?
Moreover,
what’s the

reason behind
this kerfuffle?

This article
tries to make
sense of these

questions.
 

Siddhant Sinha

 hat is the  
 most
prestigious
award in the
whole
world?

selection by the Nobel
Committee. The world is
witnessing the resurgence of
autocracy and populist
demagogues worldwide,
whether it be Brazil’s Jair
Bolsonaro, Turkey’s Erdogan,
Vladimir Putin from Russia or
Xi Jinping from our
neighbouring giant. It is
intriguing to note that the last 

 
The Nobel Prize would perhaps be
the most instinctive reply, which
were bestowed upon 13 pearls of
humankind recently for their
contributions to the world. The
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time the Nobel Peace Prize was
awarded to journalistic
excellence, the world was on the
brink of the Second World War. It
was Carl von Ossietzky, a German
journalist, daring to report
against Der Fuhrer, who was
awarded the Peace Prize back in
1935. So is the world heading
towards the Third World War?
Will the 21st century Hitler be
from Muratov’s Russia? Will it be
the invasion of Ukraine rather
than of Poland that sets off a
cataclysmic meltdown of the
human race? We don’t know,
albeit the growing conflict among
the hegemonic powers of today’s
geopolitical arrangement offers
little to rejoice. However, what we
can be sure of is the significance
of the media - the fourth pillar of
democracy- in such times.

The Sanctity Of Media

The ambit of the media is not
restricted to reporting puny
crimes. It has a much more
significant role to play. You want
to check the excesses of the state?
Media to do the needful. Do you
want to raise accountability on
the part of your representatives?
Media to the rescue. Raise
people’s voices? Head to the
media. To summarise in a single
sentence, the media's role is to ask
questions to those who are,
otherwise, too powerful to be
questioned by the people. One
doesn’t need to burn the midnight
oil to find examples of the same
either. The role of the press in our
national movement is a
quintessential example of its
significance. More recently, the 

 

heroics of the Indian Express,
Statesman and some other
publications during the National
Emergency bear testimony to the
same. And of course, the Nobel
Laureates this year embody it too.

 Going Down The
Rabbit Hole

The media in India, however, is
apparently going astray- moving
away from the journalistic ethics it
once embodied. This is not to say that
the media has nothing to show vis-a-
vis ethics today. Undoubtedly, there
are many journalists who live and die
to keep the flag of journalism upright.
However, an overwhelming majority
of what an ordinary Indian consumes
today in the guise of ‘news’ is
anything but that. More importantly,
there are structural flaws at play
here- defects in the actual functioning
of the media industry in India today.
Again, one might list a few recent
pieces of journalistic excellence.
Indeed, there are followers of ethics
in the media even today.
Unfortunately, these are exceptions.

India, the largest democracy in the
world, is ranked 142nd out of 180
countries in the 2021 World Press
Freedom Index. Although there is no
mention of ‘Freedom of Press’ in the
Indian Constitution, Article 19 does
guarantee the people of India the
‘Freedom of speech and expression’.
However, a subclause under the same
article strives to put ‘reasonable
restrictions’ on the same in the
interest of ‘the security of the State,
friendly relations with foreign States,
public order, decency or morality’.
While this might sound justifiable 

superficially, the actual working
of the sub clause is a lot
grimmer.

1984 Deja Vu?

Slapping journalists, who aren’t
‘friendly enough’ with the
establishment, with a sedition
case against them seems to be
straight out of the playbook of
the State for quashing dissent.
This seems to have become a lot
frequent lately too. There has
been a 165% increase in sedition
cases against journalists in the
last 3 years. The conviction rate
remains abysmally low at 3.3%.

There have been a multitude of
examples in the recent past to
manifest this trend. The apex
court has often remarked that
journalists should have
protection against the sedition
case, while doing their job. The
most recent example would be
that of the veteran journalist
Vinod Dua, who was rewarded
with a sedition case for his
critical remarks on the Prime
Minister and the Union
Government. While the Supreme
Court quashed this particular
case against the Padma Shree
awardee, there still remains a
plethora of press personalities
who had dared to speak truth to
power and are reeling against
the draconian law. And the fact
remains that such cases are a
tool to show others the
consequences of going, or even
thinking of going, against the
ones who wield power. 
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Another way of stifling press
freedom, which is rapidly gaining
traction, is raids. The recent
instances in India include Income
Tax raids against media
organisations like Dainik
Bhaskar, Bharat Samachar,
NewsClick and Newslaundry. It
is important to note that these
measures are not even unique to
India. A quick look around the
world will show a similar trend in
many countries- not just in
dictatorial regimes, but also under
the banners of democracies.
Maria Ressa’s own website- the
Rappler- faces a nauseating
number of lawsuits from the
Filipino regime.

Violence against journalists is yet
another issue altogether. India
doesn’t stand behind in this
regard either. Nearly 200
journalists faced physical violence
last year alone. ‘Mysterious
deaths’ aren’t uncommon, nor are
murders in broad daylight. Gauri
Lankesh, Shujat Bukhari &
Rakesh Singh  are just some
examples of a non-exhaustive list.
Again, these measures are not
novel in any sense. Journalists
killed worldwide last year have
doubled in number from the year
before. Dmitry Muratov, the other
Nobel Laureate, has witnessed
quite a few murders of his
colleagues in Novaya Gazeta- his
newspaper.

It’s not all though. The recently
alleged Pegasus snooping scandal,
if true, might land us in a place
which would not be much
different from “Big Brother’s 

Oceania”. Are Sushant Singh(Indian
Express), Shishir Gupta(Hindustan
Times), Vijaita Singh(The Hindu) and
many other journalists and renowned
personalities, who were purportedly
spied upon, the Winston Smiths of
21st century India?

 Clash Of Interests

The hurdles to high journalistic
standards are not restricted to
lawsuits and violence. The
mainstream sources of revenue for
virtually every content on television,
internet or any other mode today are
sponsorships and advertisements.
Whether it is your favourite TV show,
sports, movies or news, you're going
to see ads-and a lot of them. Even in
the print media , the major source of
revenue is advertisements. While this
might be fine for entertainment or
sports, it certainly gets a lot trickier in
the case of news.

The issue of conflict of interests takes
no time to arise under such
conditions. The sponsors are no
wonder going to be big conglomerates
and billion-dollar enterprises. How is
a media organisation supposed to be
trusted in matters involving its own
sponsors? In fact, the sponsorships
aren't limited to private companies. A
major chunk of revenue also consists
of government money and patronage-
The problem of conflict of interest
deepens. Indeed, there has been a
trend of masquerading sponsored
propaganda as ‘unbiased news’.

The drawbacks of this flawed
business model goes beyond a trust
deficit in media organisations. As a 

majority of media firms are
dependent on advertisements
for revenue, they need to
maximise their viewership,
which seems obvious. But how
do they do it?

News Or Soap Opera?

They do it by dramatising  any
and everything which runs on
their platform to the extent it 
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gets difficult to distinguish
between a spoof and the news
itself. Vile and abhorrent ‘debates’
which run on TV news daily are
not a mockery of merely the word
debate or even of journalism, but
of our democracy itself.
Obnoxious communalism,
chauvinism and utter bigotry

 which are served on many ‘news’
platforms on a daily basis, are
deliberately designed to provoke
jingoistic tendencies among the
viewers, who come back to such
platforms just to justify their own
prejudices. Even the screaming of
anchors- which has been made 

quite fun of- is a tool to emanate the
propaganda.

Orwellian Nightmare?

So, finally, are we all doomed? Are we
already living in an Orwellian
dystopia, where doublespeak is the
norm and truth is whatever the
dispensation desires?
Maybe. 
Maybe not. 
However, the larger question to ask is
‘What’s in our hands?’- the answer to
which is not a straightforward one. 
Taking no refuge in any euphemism,
let’s get this straight away- there’s
very little we can do on an individual
level. However, aggregated efforts on
a larger scale might prove a little
more helpful. Unsubscribing to hate
mongering platforms might be a good
start. Besides, there are many
budding news organisations which
are replacing the revenue from
advertisements with subscription
charges. While this might not be a
solution to every issue plaguing the
media industry today, it surely seems
to be a better option when seen in the
light of relatively less clash of
interests. Being aware of the obstacles
to free press and spreading this
awareness might be some other steps
the general population can consider. 

At last, apart from all the mayhem
and commotion, it is, at the end of the
day, our own conscience which will
dictate the happenings around us. It
is only by fostering a habit of asking
questions to every point of authority-
the State, the bureaucracy, the media,
local leaders and even ourselves- that
we can even contemplate bringing a
change of any kind or capacity. Only 

then can we possibly try to
preserve the largest democracy
in the world, else rest assured of
the dilapidated pillar shattering
soon and the citizens of India
having a fate similar to that of
Winston Smith and his
compatriots of 1984’s Oceania.
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W Some of the reports suggest to which
level we are taking our natural
resources and climate to. For example  
the "World Forests Report 2020"
which states that since 1990, around
420 Million hectares of forests have
been lost through deforestation,
conversion and land degradation. The
report also says nearly 178 million
hectares have decreased globally due
to deforestation between 1990-2020.

Shashaank Bopanna 

                                       
ith the world                                   
witnessing
the worst
natural                                                                                                                                                                                          
 

"The Global Climate Risk
Index" ranks India as the 7th
most affected country by
weather extremes.
 
 
Secondly, let us have a look at
the IPCC 6th Assessment
Report, but to understand this
we must know the Paris Climate
Accord. IPCC is the  

catastrophe these days, the
community around the world has
come together for a cleaner
climate. Specifically India has
come together and has signed
various agreements to combat
Climate Change. 

India's approach towards

Cleaner Climate
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 The "One Sun, One World, One
Grid'(ONOWOG),  between India
and the UK which are likely to
announce this at the upcoming
COP26(Conference of Parties)
which is to be held in Glasgow,
Scotland. The vision behind
ONOWOG is "The Sun Never
Sets" and is a constant at some
geographical location, globally
at any given point of time. The
idea is a trans-national
electricity grid supplying Solar
Power across. There are 3
phases. Phase 1, which entails
interconnectivity with Asian
Continent. Phase 2, To involve
Africa in this, Phase 3, to get
Global Interconnection.
 
"Bonn Pledge ''-India's
Commitment- India joined the
Boon pledge to restore 21 MHA
of degraded and deforested land
which was later revised to 26
MHA to be restored by 2030.
India published its 1st ever
country progress report under
the Bonn Challenge by bringing
9.8 Million hectares as an
achievement. A very proud
moment for Indians.
Commitments and Challenges
are always a part of the game.
How much we control climate
change and save natural
resources matters a lot. In a fast
moving tech geek world let us
have some time to thank our
nature for sustaining us.

installed capacity from non fossil fuel
based sources by 2030.
 
NITI Ayog's "Methanol Economy"
Programme which is aimed at
reducing India's oil Import Bill, Green
House Gas(GHC) emissions and
converting coal reserves and
municipal solid waste into Methanol.
 
The "Shoonya Campaign" by NITI
Ayog and Rocky Mountain Institute
which is an initiative to promote
zero-pollution delivery vehicles by
working with consumers and
industries.
 
Coming to bilateral relations on
Climate Change with India.
 
The India-US Clean Agenda 2030
Partnership which will demonstrate
how world can align swift Climate
Action with inclusive and resilient
economic development, taking into
account National circumstances and
sustainable development priorities
 
The Climate Energy and Finance
Mobilization Dialogue which comes
under the US-India Agenda 2030
Partnership which was signed
between Narendra Modi and Joe
Biden at the Leaders Climate Summit,
which will be based on 3 pillars. The
1st pillar which says joint proposals
looking at ways in which emissions
can be reduced. The 2nd pillar which
would be setting out a roadmap to
achieve 450GW in transportations,
buildings and industries. The 3rd
pillar which is the "Financial Pillar ''
which collaborates on attracting
finance to deploy 450 GW of
renewable energy and demonstrate at
a scale clean energy technologies.

Intergovernmental Body on
Climate Change, the one which
assesses Climate Change. It was
established by the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP)
and World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) in 1988.
 
What does the Paris Climate
Accord say?
Signed in 2015, the Accord simply
says the countries must keep their
Global Temperature below 2
degree Celsius by 2100 and 1.5
degree Celsius by 2030.

But the IPCC 6th Assessment
report contradicting says it is not
possible. It also has a shocking
fact that there will be a 2.7 degree
Celsius increase by the end of
2100, calling it "Code Red for
Humanity".
 
Enough looking at reports let's
have a look at the present
happenings regarding the control
of Climate Change.
 
UNEA 5th session which was
online, themed as "Strengthening
Actions for Nature to Achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals".
It had strengthened action to
protect and restore nature and the
nature based solution to achieve
SDG's in 3 complementary
dimensions(social, economic,
environment).

Now let us come to the actions of
India under Climate Change. 
 
India is on track to meet and
exceed the NDC(Nationally
Determined Contribution) to
achieve 40% electric power 
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The government is
fooling us into

believing that we need
industries. Let's

protest and end any
and all industrial

development.  

#averageLWgal
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S ince Independence,
India has shown
tremendous
performance on the
world platform; from
establishing itself as a
democratic nation                                                                 

to achieving high economic
progress and getting itself to be
recognised as a responsible
nuclear state with proven
industrial and scientific capacities.

 It has also achieved remarkable
progress on social fronts like literacy
rate, women development and so on.
Despite these achievements, a lack of
proper early childhood care remains a
blot and continues to be a major
hindrance in the nation’s aspirations. 

recognised as a priority for any
government in India. This fact
was reflected in an analysis
done by an NGO named HAQ:
Centre for Child Rights,
published in Parliament Watch-
2018-19. According to this,
India's 37% population consists
of children in the age group of
0-18 years. The NGO analyzed
questions raised by members in
both Houses of the Indian
Parliament, and it was found 

THE FUTURE IN GLOOM : 

EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE IN INDIA
Soham Agarwal 

Abhinav Kumar Singh

Sometimes, it happens that theSometimes, it happens that the
most important arena of lifemost important arena of life
remains untouched and that isremains untouched and that is
exactly what happened withexactly what happened with
Nourishment and Early ChildhoodNourishment and Early Childhood
Care in India. The matter hasCare in India. The matter has
almost disappeared from the socialalmost disappeared from the social
and political talks and is often notand political talks and is often not  

The image depicts malnourishment in underprivileged children.
Source: ORF
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that: in the year 2017-18, out of the total questions asked in the parliament,
only 3.3% were related to children. In the year 2018-19, the percentage was
4.3%.  Not only this, even out of these questions less than 5% were related to
the Early Childhood State (between the age group of 0-6 Years). We shall
analyze this aspect further in two parts: The Nourishment Part for the age
group of 0-3 Years and the early childhood education for the age group of 3-6
years.

Age Group 0-3 Years: 
A dark picture of undernourishment

Just imagine a situation: A
gardener who grows flowers
allows others to trample them and
then tries to correct this mistake
by giving plenty of water and
fertilizers to that plant. 
In India, the government is doing
the same to children as there are
no public efforts and initiatives to
take care of them until they are
sent off to schools for education
and care (if they are lucky enough
for this too though). 

Though India has achieved
remarkable progress since
independence in nutrition-related
indicators like Mother Mortality
Rate, Child Mortality Rate, also the
numbers of severely malnourished
children significantly decreasing,
it still categorizes with the bottom-
rung nations of the world. Today,
malnourishment is an extremely
serious condition in India and
South Asia. Recently, in the report
of Global Hunger Index- 2021,
India has fallen to 101st (out of 116
countries) position from 94th (out
of 107 countries) position last year
in 2020. The GHI is an annual
report which measures and tracks
hunger globally as well as by
country. This report is jointly
published by an Ireland based
agency- Concern Worldwide and
German organization-
Welthungerhilfe and has
worldwide acceptability.
 

 

The report is based on four following
indicators. 

1. Child Wasting: This is the share of
children (under the age of 5) in the
total population, who have low weight
for their height, reflecting acute
under-nutrition.

2.  Undernourishment: It is the share
of the population with insufficient
caloric intake.

3.  Child Stunting: It is the share of
children (under the age of 5), who
have low height for their age,
reflecting chronic under-nutrition.

4.   Child Mortality: Child Mortality
Rate- The child mortality rate (CMR)
refers to the probability of dying
between birth and exactly five years of
age expressed per 1,000 live births. It
encompasses neonatal mortality and
infant mortality. 
According to the report, India has a
score of 27.5 on a level of 0-100, with a
serious condition of hunger in the
nation. The report also said that
wasting among children in India
increased from 17.1% between 1998
and 2002 to 17.3% between 2016 and
2020. While Child Stunting has
significantly decreased from 54.2% in
1998-1999 to 34.7% in 2016-2018 - it is
still considered very high. The CMR in
India is 3.4% and has decreased
significantly from 9.2% in the 2000s.
In another report of the Indian Council 

of Medical Research, released in
2019, out of 1.4 million children
dying every year in the country,
more than 0.7 million deaths
occur only due to malnutrition.
In this scenario, 32.7% of Indian
children are suffering from
wasting and 59.7% are anemic.
54.4% of Indian girls between
the age group of 14-19 years are
anaemic. 

It is often claimed that child
malnutrition in India is just a
myth as children in India are
relatively short in height due to
genetic factors, therefore
international standards of
anthropometry do not apply to
them. However, till now this so-
called “short but healthy”
concept hasn’t got any scientific
approval so far. In the World
Health Organization
Multicentre Growth Reference
Study (MGRS) conducted in
India in 2006, a large number of
children from prosperous
families of South Delhi were
included, in which at least one
member had completed a
minimum of 17 years of
education and in addition, there
were conditions conducive to
mothers and child care. It was
found in the report that those
children, raised in privileged
and friendly environments,
grew up in terms of height and
age ratio at different ages, in the
same way as children of
countries included in the WHO
study – Brazil, Ghana, Norway,
Oman, America. 
This trend of high levels of child
malnutrition in South Asia (not
only India), which is
comparable to that in sub-
Saharan Africa with poorer
income and health indicators, is 
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called the “South Asian Enigma”.

The one thing that should not be
forgotten in the matter is that
apart from child malnourishment,
India also has the highest number
of anaemic women in the world,
higher than any other country.
According to the Global Nutrition
Report-2020, 50% of Indian
women are found to be anaemic in
their reproductive age. 
The main reason behind this is
that the topic of nourishment is
not taken into any priority and left
unaddressed by society and
political class, despite there being
a complete lack of social
awareness and consciousness
towards it. One big reason for the
unceasing negligence towards
child care in India is the
prevalence of the notion that early
childhood care should be
completely left to their families, as
children can be taken care of best
by them. But parents, generally,
are not fully aware of the proper
early childhood care, or rather do
not have the complete resources to
do so. This got reflected in a survey
done on children in Uttar Pradesh.
Half the children included were
found to be malnourished, yet 94%
of the mothers reported their
children’s status as ‘normal’. 
Mostly, what parents do for their
hildren, (like vaccination, the
regular dosage of a pregnant
woman and her foetus, etc.),
depends on the prevalent societal
norms which may have positive
effects when implemented
publicly.
The prevalent misconceptions and
superstitions in society impact the
child's health and development
adversely. For example,
misconception about 

breastfeeding, prohibiting eatables for
pregnant ladies (supposed to be given)
; women working till the last stage of
pregnancy, lifting heavy weights, not
getting a healthy environment and so
on. 

Many issues clearly articulate that the
upbringing of children cannot solely
be left to their families; instead it is a
collective responsibility of society. At 5
months after conception, the human 
It has been very well articulated in
various research papers and proved in
scientific experiments that most of the
development of   humans takes place
in the first 6 years of age, which has a
decisive and long-lasting impact on the
child’s health, psychology, attitude,
skills and future opportunities.
In this, the first 1,000 days of life -
roughly from conception to one's
second birthday - are a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity to lay the
groundwork for maximum health,
growth, and neurodevelopment
throughout one's lifetime.  While the
human brain continues to develop and
alter throughout life, the last trimester
of pregnancy and the first two years of
life are the most rapid periods of brain
growth and plasticity. 

Brain is a smooth, bi-lobed structure
that resembles a coffee bean. It
possesses gyri and sulci, indicative of
significant complexity by months, i.e.
term birth, and looks far more like the
walnut-like adult brain. The
hippocampus, as well as the visual and
auditory cortices, are the rapidly
developing brain areas at birth. The
language processing areas expand
rapidly in the first year after birth, as
does the prefrontal cortex, which will
handle "higher processing" such as
attention, inhibition, and flexibility.
Rapid neuronal proliferation (cell
counts), development and 

differentiation (complexity),
myelination, and
synaptogenesis define the first
1,000 days (connectivity). As a
result, this is the best time to
offer adequate nutrition to
maintain normal development,
as well as the time when the
brain is most vulnerable to
nutrient deficiencies. While all
nutrients are crucial for brain
growth and function, feeding
sufficient amounts of key
nutrients during specific
sensitive periods in the first
1,000 days is critical for good
overall brain development. Yet
too frequently, as discussed
earlier, in India, poverty and its
attendant condition,
malnutrition, weaken this
foundation, leading to earlier
mortality and significant
morbidities such as poor health,
and more insidiously,
substantial loss of
neurodevelopmental potential.
 
Theoretically, much of its scope
seems to be in the Integrated 
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Child Development Services
(ICDS), which is the only national
programme for children below the
age of 6 years. 

Also, it is one of the largest
nutrition-based programmes in
the world, launched in India in
1975, currently with 1.377 million
Anganwadi Centres and having
more than 2.5 million
honorarium workers in the entire
country. These Anganwadi centres
provide 6 kinds of services to
children between the age group of
0-6 years, pregnant women,
lactating mothers etc. These are
Supplementary Nutrition,
Immunization, Health check-
up, Referral Services, Nutrition
and Health Education and Pre-
school Education

As discussed earlier, the first few
years of a child's existence are the
most remarkable era of growth
and development. During these
years, 

Age Group 3-6 Years: 
Pre-School Education 

the foundations of all learning are laid.
Getting the foundations right has
several long-term benefits, including
improved learning in school and
higher educational attainment, which
leads to significant social and
economic benefits for society and the
kid.
Various studies have shown that
strong early childhood education
reduces the likelihood of dropout and
repeat, and increases educational
outcomes at all levels. Pre-primary
education provides children with a
strong foundation upon which all
subsequent learning is built, making
each stage of education more efficient
and productive.
Pre-school education in India is
delivered through Integrated Child
Development Services (ICDS), which is
a central sponsored and state-
administered early childhood
development programme. In
awareness of the importance of
investing in early childhood
development, especially early
childhood education (ECE), and the
impact on lifelong development, the
Indian government established the
National Early Childhood Care and
Education (ECCE) policy in 2013. The
National ECCE Curriculum Framework
guides this policy. According to a poll,
nearly eight out of ten children
(between 3-6 years of age) are enrolled
in some type of ECCE programme. 

Anganwadi System in
India

Integrated child development services
are provided through a network of
over 1.3 million Anganwadi facilities
located throughout the country.
According to the Ministry of Women
and Child Development, every region
with a population of 400 to 800 people
has at least one Anganwadi facility.

An Anganwadi Worker (AWW)
looks after the women and
children in these centres. An
Anganwadi helper, an auxiliary
nurse who provides services to
pregnant women, and an
Accredited Social Health Activist
(ASHA) who provides services
such as first aid, special needs
referrals and counseling,
complement the AWW.
Anganwadi facilities have
shown to be quite effective in
providing pre-school services to
children, as well as providing
food rations to lactating and
pregnant women. 
At these centres, children
between the age group of 3-6
years are provided with pre-
school education under the
National Early Childhood Care
and Education (ECCE) policy.
There is a set curriculum for
this and a pre-school education
kit is provided to each
Anganwadi centre in order of
the curriculum. This kit has a
variety of things like-
Puppets/Dolls, Building Blocks,
Props for dramatic play, String
and Beads, Slates, Educational
Toys, Puzzles, Reading
materials/flip books etc. These
are used for teaching different
activities to the children and
this concept of “Play-Based
Learning” develops the kid in
various ways.
The objective of the
development is:
1. Sensory and Perceptual
Development: Demonstrate the
use of several senses (sight,
hearing, feeling, tasting,
smelling) to guide movements
and detect objects, as well as
knowledge of space and
direction, distance, number, etc. 
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2. Physical Health and Motor
Development: Coordination and
control of large and small motor
muscles are developed

3. Language Development:
Improve their listening and
comprehension skills, as well as
their expressive and receptive
communication abilities. 

Effects of Pandemic on
ECE:

Covid-19 has had a permanent,
irreversible and irredeemable
effect on the early education of
children aged between 3-6 years.
For approximately 2 years,
Anganwadi centres were closed
and it made a severe impact on the
early education of children. Pre-
schools, NGO and private schools
were shut down during the
pandemic, with very few of them
running online classes. Also, not
everyone could afford mobile
phones, did not have internet
access etc. Online education is
proving ineffective when it comes
to ECE as it lacks real interaction
and physical proximity with the
teacher and classmates.
“Education disruptions caused by
the COVID-19 pandemic are
preventing children from getting
their education off to the best
possible start,” said UNICEF
Executive Director Henrietta Fore.
“Childcare and early childhood
education build a foundation upon
which every aspect of children’s
development relies. The pandemic
is putting that 

foundation under serious threat.” 

COVID-19, according to experts,
has 

caused the continuing ECE
infrastructure to crumble. The
question of how to provide crucial ECE
to children two years after the
pandemic ravaged India still looms
large. Recently a new variant of Sars-
Cov-2 virus B.1.1.529 named Omicron
has been declared as VOC (Virus of
Concern) by the WHO on 26th
November 2021, looming over the
bleak possibility of normal life soon
ahead. It further exacerbates the ECE
and will adversely impact the future of
the country.

ECE is a matter of big concern and is
extremely time-sensitive. As a result,
this issue must be handled
immediately; that alternatives be
devised quickly, and that children
begin to receive the fundamental pre-
school education that they need, not
just for the future of the children, but
for the future of the entire society. It
has been emphasised that ECE must be
redesigned in the short to medium
term using all available methodologies.
Positive parenting is, first and
foremost, a requirement of the hour.
The involvement of parents in the
process must expand. Teachers/AWWs
must develop SOPs that instruct
parents on how to ensure that their
children receive the requisite ECE.
Online classes involving both parents
and children can be scheduled
whenever possible. The most pressing
worry here is time availability,
particularly in circumstances where
both parents work, while also doing
home tasks. Policies that assist
parents' income and livelihood will go
a long way towards ensuring that they
engage in the ECE process. 

Secondly, continuing education
through the online medium is a big
concern. Long durations of screen 

Way- Forward

exposure has bad effects on
children, so they must have very
little or no screen time.
Recently, the government of
Karnataka banned online
classes for children up to the
fifth standard. Apart from this,
the mode is not accessible to all
and has great disparity when it
comes to these services. Civil
rights experts have emphasised
that the online mode cannot be
considered as a viable
alternative to ECE for the vast
majority of India’s children.
Instead of this, children should
be reached out to via the
traditional media – television
and radio. All TV channels
should be restricted to
streaming these ECE videos,
designed by experts, at a
particular time every day. This
will increase accessibility to a
great extent when compared to
computers and internet-based
solutions, and may be able to
partially (though not
completely) compensate for the
loss of pre-schooling of children
in the country. Kerala has 
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than in indoor classrooms. Green zones
can be used to test these ideas.
And lastly, the government must
intervene and take action. Though ECE
is included in the New Education
Policy 2020, governments must take
action by determining what needs to
be done. It should enlist the help of
specialists in the field and develop
SOPs for the current scenario. In
addition, attention should be paid to a
long-standing civil society demand:
modifying the Right to Education Act
to include ECE in its scope. 

Recent UNICEF report also emphasised
the need for the government to
considerably increase financing for
ECE.

Nobel Laureate Gabriela Mistral said,
“We are guilty of many errors and
many faults, but our worst crime is
abandoning the children, neglecting
the fountain of life. Many of the things
we need can wait. The child cannot. To
him, we cannot answered 

‘Tomorrow’. His name is today”. 
It is a pressing need of the hour
that all possible approaches are
employed according to
feasibility, and the children
receive what is owed to them for
a better tomorrow. This throws
a lot of challenges and needs a
wider 
stakeholder involvement but it
is the responsibility of the adult
community to ensure the
invisible rights of children, and
not lose any more precious time.
We must look into this matter
now and do the needful by our
collective efforts. If we do not
pay attention to this issue today,
then surely we will not be able
to enter the future as a
superpower. 

An Anganwadi Classroom
Source: Getty Images

already started streaming classes
for older children via television. 

AWWs can reach out to children by
using novel approaches and
practising social distancing rules;
such as seeing children in small
batches throughout the day rather 

COVID-19 led to a spike in child trafficking across India. Improving educational infrastructure can
prove to be significant in preventing underprivileged children from becoming the victims.

(Source: Al Jazeera)
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                                        ould you kill              
                                       someone if a                                   

figure vested  
the authority 
asked you to?

Hopefully, most people will
answer in the negative. But will
they actually abide by their
answers in situations that count?
Stanley Milgram, a psychologist at
Yale University, conducted a
series of experiments to answer
similar questions and the results
were surprising, to say the least.

Milgram examined the 

W
justifications given by war criminals
at the Nuremberg trials in the wake
of the Second World War. A common
justification that the accused gave
was obedience i.e. they were just
complying with the orders.

Milgram wanted to know whether
Adolf Eichmann, one of the major
organizers of the Holocaust, and
millions under him were just obeying
orders. His experiments were
designed to observe how far the
subjects were willing to go when
someone in authority would ask them
to do something which was in sharp
variance to their personal conscience.

Perils of Obedience
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The Experiment

The experiment began in 1961, 
and the subjects were given $4
for participating. An interesting
aspect of the experiment was
that the participants were made
to believe that the experiment
was related to the study of
memory and not obedience.

Each session of the experiment
had three roles- the
experimenter, teacher, and
learner- where the
experimenter was in charge of
the session and would act as the 

Derren Brown reproduces the Milgram
experiment on the episode, "The Heist."
In this episode, Derren Brown subconciously
influences middle management buisness men and
women with no previous criminal record to pull an
armed robbery without ever directly mentioning
the idea to them.

 Parth Pruthi 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDMIVk59vJM


 authority figure, wearing a lab
coat to signal authority. The role
of the teacher was given to the
actual participant and the learner
was played by an actor who would
pretend to be a participant.

Two rooms were used for the
experiment, one where the
learner(confederate) would sit on
an electric chair and another
room for the teacher(participant)
and experimenter, where there
was an electric shock generator
with 30 different levels of shocks.
The teacher was also given a mild
shock to make him experience the
shock that would supposedly be
given to the learner during the
experiment.

 

This advertisement ran in the New
Haven Register on June 18, 1961.

 

After arriving at the session, both
the actual participant and the
actor were briefed about the
experiment and its aim to study
the effects of punishment on an 

Please continue or Please go on.
The experiment requires that you
continue.
It is absolutely essential that you
continue. 

individual’s ability to memorize
content and were asked to draw slips
that would determine their respective
roles. Both the slips had ‘teacher’
written on them, and the actor would
always claim to be the learner which
made sure that the actual participant
was always the teacher. The teacher
was given a list of word pairs that
were to be taught to the learner. He
would read the words with four
options and the learner was required
to choose the correct one. The teacher
would shock the learner for every
wrong answer with an increment of
15 volts each time, starting from 15
volts to 450 volts. However, the
shocks were never really
administered. The teacher was made
to believe that they were real shocks
as the shock generator was connected
with a tape recorder with a pre-
recorded voice of the learner. With
increasing shock levels, the audio of
the learner became more stressed,
with instances of protests, banging
the desk, calling for shutting down
the experiment, and when higher
voltages were administered, the audio
went silent.

The teacher would often hesitate to
continue with the experiment after
realizing that the learner was in
discomfort- in those instances, the
experimenter would exercise his
authority.

The experimenter would use the
following prods to persuade the
teacher not to halt the experiment.

1.
2.

3.

4. You have no other choice; you
must go on.

They were to be used in their
respective order i.e. if the initial
ones weren’t obeyed only then
was the experimenter allowed
to use the later ones.

Often, the participants asked
about the extent of damage of
the shocks and for those
instances, the experimenter was
required to use the following
prod: “Although the shocks may
be painful, there is no
permanent tissue damage, so
please go on.”

The experiment was an attempt
to understand and assess how
many people compromise their
conscience, and to what extent,
in situations of conflict between
their conscience and the
dictates of authority.

Findings
 

Now comes the part that even
took the psychologists by
surprise. Milgram asked his
colleagues and forty
psychiatrists to predict the
results, with most believing that
only 3.73% would continue the
experiment by 300 Volts shock
and 0.1% would administer the
final 450 Volts shock. What did
the experiment reveal? A
staggering 65% of the subjects
administered the 450 Volts
shock and all of the participants
administered 300 Volts shock.
Moreover, this was when the
participants had experienced 
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the discomfort caused by the
shocks beforehand. It is however
important to note that subjects
became extremely agitated,
stressed, and angry at the
experimenter, but nevertheless
continued the experiment till the
end.

This is what Milgram had to say
about the results:

“The legal and philosophic aspects
of obedience are of enormous
importance, but they say very
little about how most people
behave in concrete situations. I
set up a simple experiment at Yale
University to test how much pain
an ordinary citizen would inflict
on another person simply because
he was ordered to by an
experimental scientist. Stark
authority was pitted against the
subjects' [participants'] strongest
moral imperatives against hurting
others, and, with the subjects'
[participants'] ears ringing with
the screams of the victims,
authority won more often than
not. The extreme willingness of
adults to go to almost any lengths
on the command of an authority
constitutes the chief finding of the
study and the fact most urgently
demanding explanation. Ordinary
people, simply doing their jobs,
and without any particular
hostility on their part, can become
agents in a terrible destructive
process. Moreover, even when the
destructive effects of their work
become patently clear, and they
are asked to carry out actions
incompatible with fundamental
standards of morality, relatively
few people have the resources 

 

Autonomous State: People take
decisions, and feel responsible for
the consequences.
Agentic State: People act as
agents of another individual’s
will, they allow others to direct
actions and pass on the
responsibility of those actions.

Physical presence of the
authority figure increased
compliance dramatically.
Since it was an experimental
setup at Yale University, a trusted
institution, subjects must have
felt the experiment was
completely safe.
Shocks were said to be painful
but not dangerous.

needed to resist authority.”

Why

Milgram explained the results with
his theory that people have two states
of behaviour when they are in social
situations:

Milgram also associated such high
numbers to few situational factors
like:

He theorized that people are more
obedient if the person giving orders is
perceived as competent to direct
other people’s behavior and people
being ordered think that the
authority will assume the 
 responsibility for the consequences.
When subjects were reminded that
they were responsible for their
actions, almost none of them were
prepared to obey.

In other variations of the same
experiment, some insightful
observations were made.

When the experimenter was not
physically present and was
replaced between the session
with an ordinary individual in
normal clothing, the compliance
fell to 20%. 

When the experiment location
was shifted from yale to other
offices, obedience fell to 47.5%.

An important observation was 

also made in regards to
conformity. In a variation of the
experiment, when instead of a
single teacher, three teachers
were present, two were actors
just like the student who would
deliberately disobey and halt
the experiment, the compliance
fell to 10%.

The observations made in the
Milgram experiment offer
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interesting insights about
situations of conflict between
obedience, personal conscience,
and group conformity in some
variations. How well do they
apply to actual scenarios like the
Holocaust and other human
cruelties?
Before delving into the Holocaust
and its causes, it is important to
know how the experiments didn’t
completely resemble it. In the
experiment, the student and the 

teacher didn’t have any hatred for
each other which was certainly
not the case for the holocaust.
Also, subjects in the study had
some assurance in the
experimental setup that the
consequences were not too
dangerous while Holocaust
organizers were completely aware
of the fact that the Jews deported
to concentration camps won’t see O

BE
D

IE
NC

E the light of the day. Quite unlike the
experiment, the Holocaust spanned
years, which also exemplifies how it
was accompanied by a dent in the
morals of a whole population that
wanted to wipe millions of Jews from
the world and at the very least
became indifferent to their
dehumanization. The experiment is
not an excellent way to understand
the Holocaust, for it is far too simple
to explain it completely, but the
insights offered are undoubtedly
useful. If humans can shock
unknown people at command in an
experiment conducted at a credible
institution, how far can they go when
factors like strong prejudices against
groups of people, state-sponsored
incentives, group conformity, harmful
consequences for not obeying, and
strict obedience to authority are at
play? In most circumstances, these
factors won’t act together in unity,
but when they do, cruelties like
Holocaust don’t appear to be a far-
fetched scenario. If anything, the
Holocaust is the single biggest
example of what blind social
conformity and obedience to
authority can lead to. 

To play devil’s advocate, obedience is
not harmful in itself- it is ingrained in
the way we are raised, we are taught
to obey parents at home, teachers at
school, management at the
workplace, scriptures for religious
proceedings, etc. In fact, in several
instances, people in authority are
actually in a better position to dictate
things by virtue of experience and
knowledge. However, it should be
imperative for individuals to examine
closely the reasons to obey authority
and analyse how convincing and
rational they are. 

Stanley Milgram (pictured here in
the film mingling with a crowd on
a train platform) also conducted
many experiments on conformity
in groups.
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EXPOSING THE INTRINSIC BIOLOGICAL

DETERMINISM
Shreyansh Kushwaha and Pragya Tripathi 

not isolated cases, Sarvagyas are many, falling prey to
‘Biological Determinism’ that doesn’t seem to spare
any!

Inception and Evolution:

We live in a society where everything is accepted in
an organised way. Where if one does not fall in the
‘proper’ queue, is labelled as queer, as unwanted.
Determining the traits, behaviour, nature, interests
and demeanour of the individuals as per their
awarded ‘sex’ and then instantly declaring them as
passed or failed seems justified, even to the
highbrow. It is indeed ‘Biological or Genetic
Determinism’ that shapes this entire mechanism,
specialising in ripping one off one’s individuality.

 

S  arvagya’s ancestors selflessly gave every 
.ounce of their potential in the glory of

the art hailed as Bharatanatyam. It has
been seventeen years of his vigorous 

training, yet he manages to present every Mudra in the
freshest way than ever before, subtly showcasing his
proficiency every time he puts his ghunghroos on. But
why did things seem to take a sudden turn as soon as
he reached college? Something that was hitherto his
claim to fame, was now acting as a ticket to the club of
‘ambiguously masculine’ members, undesirable of
course! He was constantly mocked by his peers for not
being masculine enough, for being ‘different’. Today, it
has been two years since Sarvagya and Bharatanatyam
have parted ways. Every time he finds his mother
pronouncing the Carnatic beats while teaching, he
forces himself so his limbs don’t fidget. Such stories are 
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Biological determinism refers to
the ideology of congenital human
behaviour being determined by
genes and biological attributes
uninfluenced by social and
environmental factors. Inherent
to biological determinism is the
lack of free will wherein the
person has no control over his
behaviour and dispositions and
their course of action are believed
to be in accordance with their
gender, race etc. At the outset, this
ideology appears to be a mere age-
old stereotype but much to
everyone’s surprise this dogma
was stated and backed by some of
the most prominent scientists of
the bygone era.

The first traces of biological
determinism are found in
Aristotle’s renowned ‘Politics’
where he proclaimed “there are
species in which a distinction is
already marked, immediately at
birth between those of its
members who are intended for
being ruled and those are
intended to rule”. Carrying
forward the principles of
Aristotle, Carolus Linnaeus in
1753, for the first time categorized
the ‘human race’ into four
categories viz red, white, yellow,
black based on brain
measurement, stature, hair
texture and genetic analysis of
heredity. Following the suit of
Linnaeus, Francis Galton proposed
the theory of ‘Eugenics’ which
focused on the study and
development of methods to
improve “human breeds”.
Although a pseudoscientific
theory, eugenics turned out to be
the breeding ground for ‘racial 

determinism cum discrimination’
whose classical examples are the
fascist policies of ‘Nazi Germany’ and
‘eugenicist thinking’ in America
during the 1970s, where forced
sterilisation of Jewish women, an
anti-miscegenation policy whose
selective enforcement prevented the
white woman from bearing children
from black men and mass-killing of
Jews in ghettos were justified under
the banner of eugenics. One can
conclude withstanding the history of
biological determinism that
sometimes age-old ‘scientific’ notions
are highly influenced by political
practice, despite them being
proclaimed as universal knowledge.

The Tilled Field for the
Seeds of Discrimination:

Over the decades, the tool of
Biological Determinism, directly and
indirectly, has been used to institute
the gender-based stereotype, instil
unequal gender relations and
oppression of women so seamlessly
that even the contemporary society of
intellectuals fails to identify it.
Scholars like Patrick Geddes and John
Arthur Thompson have taken into
consideration the emotional,
psychological, physical and
physiological distinctions between
men and women, on the basis of
which they have sought to justify the
socio-political maltreatment of the
latter and the apparent dominance
and supremacy of the former.
Biological Determinism somewhere  

Men are hereby depicted as superior humans with more sexual
needs and desires than their female counterparts which ultimately
leads to the normalization of slut-shaming a woman for having

multiple sexual partners, where sometimes even one counts as many.
But men having multiple sexual connections stands justifiable.

becomes the source of an idea
that explains the existing social,
political and economic status of
men and women based on a
predetermined set of sexual
differences. Withstanding 
this derivation, Biological
Determinism finds nothing
wrong in
rightfully justifying the host of
toxic and sexist behavioural
traits and attitudes. Over the
years it has been ingrained
within the social apparatus that
women naturally have
nurturing behaviour whereas
men are genetically inclined
towards adventurous tasks. The
idea that a particular gender is
supposed to behave in a
particular way, that certain
traits are fundamentally
attached to them stems from
Genetic Determinism and shuns
the concept of individuality. The
ones who publicly come in
support of the aforementioned
school of thought often cross the
threshold of rationalism into
making statements that address
men being ‘naturally prone to
rape’. They even go overboard to
blame such crimes as the result
of masculine biological traits
and their inability to have
conscious control over their
physical actions.

Men are hereby depicted as
superior humans with more
sexual needs and desires than 
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‘inclusiveness’ about the LGBTQIA
community, however, in the first
place we need to ruminate about why
there is the need to ‘include’ the
aforementioned community in a
societal structure? The answer to this
question again points out at the
biological determinism and its
philosophical cumulative scientific
ground that out of nowhere
developed a pre-ordained setup for
‘male’ and the ‘second gender’
‘female’ which ultimately painted
‘falling outside the setup’ image of
LGBTQIA community.

Racism is not a new term for today’s
generation; however, its roots are
decades older. The belief that 

their female counterparts which
ultimately leads to the
normalization of slut-shaming a
woman for having multiple sexual
partners, where sometimes even
one counts as many. But men
having multiple sexual
connections stands justifiable.
Another very interesting aspect of
Biological Determinism is how
women are exploited by being
kept at a ‘higher moral pedestal’.
While men are expected to be
physically and intellectually
superior, women are made to
believe that they are morally
sounder and patient and thus
should understand the inherent
supremacy of men at large. This
idea burdens women with the
baggage of ethics and values
which deep down becomes the
hurdle in their emancipation.
Advertisements are an eternal
source of marketing which in
some or the other way influences
the mind of viewers. Many a time
one of us would have come across
‘Seagram’s imperial’ commercial
whose tagline ‘men will be men’
would have become a topic of our
laughter, a ‘laugh’ wrapped with a
common understanding about the
characteristic behaviour of ‘men’
and such behaviour justified
because they are ‘men’.

Promoting prejudice
Through Biological

Determinism:

The line ‘Men will be men’ vividly
captures the essence of biological
determinism and rationally points
out the condoning tendency of
society based on gender premises.
In today’s scenario, there is a
widespread trend to preach about 

someone’s skin colour and genes
are the reason for their
supremacy are way too raw to
digest. From the black power
movement to black lives matter,
the struggle has not ended, the
seed of racism and sexism still
nurtures on the ground of
biological determinism. 
Every one of us must have heard
about the story of the chained 
elephant and its habituated
mentality. The situation of the
elephant and our society is
somewhat similar, the pre-
ordained societal setup birthed
on the soil of biological
determinism is deeply ingrained
in the mind and hearts of 

Kathak Performance by Pandit
Birju Maharaj In Bhopal

Source: Getty Images
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A sexist ad published by Van
Heusen in 1951

people. It is very difficult to rub these facts from the
consciousness of society and thus it is important to
focus on spreading awareness about these covert topics
rather than visualizing a utopian vision of removal of
the root cause. Our focus should be healthy conscious
nurturing of future generations to protect them from
drowning in the age-old rudimentary thought process.

 
Biological Determinism Vis-a-vis

Social Constructivism:

“... a socially imposed division of the sexes” – attributes 

Gayle Rubin to the very idea of Biological
Determinism and regards it as a central point of
oppression and subjugation of women, globally.
In the words of a prominent feminist scholar
Simone De Beauvoir – ‘One is not born a woman,
one becomes one. Social discrimination produces
in women moral and intellectual effects so
profound that they appear to be caused by
nature’. Beauvoir bashes the idea which calls
biology as the ultimate determinant in validating
the supremacy of men and the marginalisation of
women. Contrary to this standing belief of
Genetic Determinism, another theory of societal
makeup is the one called ‘Social Constructivism’.
While the former attributes everything to biology
and inheritance, the latter on the other hand
surmounts every social identifier like race,
religion and intellect on top of socio-cultural
influences. It draws deep light on the fact that
nothing is ‘specific’ in terms of nature and
behaviour, that there exists no such robust
correlation between gender and the ability to
rule, to be ruled, to lead or to follow. It is indeed
one’s unique capability to react to the
aforementioned factors in their very own
different capacities. It absolutely and rightfully
attacks the very idea that something can be
‘objective’ and watertight and claims it rather be 

‘subjective’. It further
goes on to criticise
Biological Determinism,
which it classifies as a
product of ‘patriarchal
and elitist
majoritarianism.’ And to
these rational
allegations, Genetic
Determinism has no
potential rebuttal, which
on one hand struggles to
catch the train of
reasoning but still
manages to rule the
mass mentality.
Unapologetically.
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To sum up:

It was an immensely proud moment for our country when the
‘national defence academy’ allowed females to write its exam. While it
was a great initiative by ‘NDA’, still somewhere this late awakening
decision subtly points out the loophole in our mentality, which
equalized man and more power with each other.

On comparing patriarchy and biological determinism with each other,
one can conclude that patriarchy is not a carbon copy of biological
determinism but the branch of the same. Such subjugation of selective
communities and a particular gender is a result of socio-cultural
beliefs, self-awarded privileges and the urge of not getting them
shared, with the additional subscription to Biological Determinism
which appears to be a carbon copy of the existing elitist, racist and
discriminatory deeds and thoughts. Therefore, it is not natural that
men are violent and uncontrollable, they are made to believe so,
similarly, it is not natural that women are prone to be marginalised,
they are believed to be so. Moreover, over the past few decades,
biologists and researchers have disregarded the very scientific basis on
which thrives the idea of Biological Determinism. They have
disregarded the concept of genetic transmission of traits like
intelligence along with the acceptance of the fact that human
behaviour is controlled largely by society, culture, surroundings and
environment. But sadly the watertight demarcations between men and
women with regard to their social and filial roles do exist in our
society, deeply rooted, even today.
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Courage In Times of COVID-19
Indian Women Entrepreneurs during 

the Coronavirus Pandemic

 

 

Gauri Bhatia

zero. Factors like rapid digitalization of supply and
delivery channels, change in consumer demand, less
customer walk-in, etc. led to the closure of women-
led enterprises that couldn’t modify their businesses
according to the changing market conditions.

The micro, small and medium enterprises operated
by women like cottage industries, petty shops, salons,
etc. were more vulnerable to the adversities of the
pandemic as compared to other sectors. As seen in a
survey conducted by Krea University that spread
across four states and had a sample size of 2083
women-led enterprises, about 10.9 percent MSMEs
shut down during the pandemic and only 1 per cent
were able to bounce back on their feet through
government help. 

Even in the employment sector, the impact on
women was more severe with the probability of 

W ith world economies under duress
and countries going under nation-
wide lockdowns, the Coronavirus
pandemic, beginning in March
2020, has had an adverse impact 

on market activities across the globe. Enterprises in
India, especially the women-led businesses, have also
faced a variety of challenges like finding new
customers, securing funds, etc. Moreover, it is
important to note that the COVID-19 pandemic has
disproportionately affected more women
entrepreneurs than male entrepreneurs. This has only
aggravated the gender gaps existent in India in terms of
education, employment and income.

According to a study conducted by Bain and Co., almost
73 per cent of women-run enterprises in India were
severely affected by COVID-19 while the revenue of
almost 20 percent of female entrepreneurs reduced to 
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employment for women falling by
70 per cent as against 40 percent
for men. This has largely been due
to the concentration of females in
the unorganised sector.

Despite this, some women
entrepreneurs have used the
pandemic as an opportunity to
diversify their operations, increase
their revenue and adapt their
business models. As per a study
released by Bain & Company in
October 2020, 54 percent of
women entrepreneurs they had
interviewed, changed their
business model in response to the
pandemic, and another 24 per cent
planned to make a change by
December 2020. For instance, Selvi,
a beautician and tailoring
instructor from Pondicherry, used
to run her own beauty salon,
tailoring unit and an Aari
embroidery enterprise. She is also
an accredited National Skill
Development Centre trainer and
works with Hand in Hand India’s
SHG teams as a trainer. During the
pandemic, she decided to alter the
operations of her business and
used her tailoring skills to stitch
masks for the community –
around 13,000 so far. She used the
income to help her women friends
who don’t have a means of 

livelihood. She is also planning to
move into an online beautician course
and use her physiotherapy skills.

While some women-led enterprises
have altered their operations, others
have set up new businesses to meet
the demands of a pandemic-stricken
world. For instance, Pratibha Kanoi, a
67-year-old homemaker from
Mumbai, started her at-home
business venture by delivering
freshly-made pizzas to people’s
doorsteps. In an interview with
MAKERS India, Pratibha said, “I have
always loved cooking for my family,
but I have never dreamt of such a
wonderful response to my pizzas. We
started with just 10 boxes on day one,
with orders from my sons’ friends. In
10 days, we needed more than 100
boxes!” Thus, while some women
entrepreneurs have suffered a loss of
income, others have responded with
grit and resilience to overcome the
challenges posed by the COVID-19
pandemic.

To provide these entrepreneurs with
the resources necessary to set up new
businesses, it is imperative that the
various stakeholders come together to
support them. For instance, the Delhi
Government is planning to launch the
Saheli Samanway Kendra scheme,
under which 500 anganwadi hubs 

will be set up for incubating
individual start-ups and to
promote self-help groups.
Moreover, NITI Aayog, which
houses Women
Entrepreneurship Platform
(WEP), has helped in providing
raw materials to women
entrepreneurs to manufacture
masks as an alternative source
of income during the pandemic.
Additionally, companies like
FedEx Express have also taken
the initiative to help women
entrepreneurs, impacted by the
COVID-19 lockdown, in
restarting their businesses. 

Indian women are an important
resource for the holistic
development of our society, and
their potential must not be
wasted. Launching formal and
informal mentorship
programmes for women
entrepreneurs can help in the
development of skills required
for setting up startups. Efforts
must be made to ensure their
active inclusion in the digital
economy  to allow them to
create new opportunities for
their businesses. Important
resources like finance,
technology, etc. should be made
as readily available to female
entrepreneurs as they are to
male entrepreneurs. 

This shall help them in
overcoming the socio-economic
barriers posed by a male-
dominated society like India’s. It
will also allow them to recover
from the setbacks caused due to
the pandemic and inspire other
women into building thriving
businesses out of innovative
ideas. 

Falguni Nayar, the
founder and CEO of

Nykka became India's
richest self-made woman

billionaire 
after the launch of her

company's IPO in
November 2021
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Virgin of the Rocks by Leonardo da Vinci
between 1483 and 1486

Explained and Unexplained:

The cost of being a woman
Kavya Tandon



also subsidise economic growth.
Women spend at least 2.5 times more
time performing unpaid care and
domestic work than men, which has
been valued at US $10 trillion a year, or
some 13% of global GDP (OHCRC,2019)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cluster-The informal
sector and the low paying

jobs

Women are clustered into certain low-
paying and informal sector jobs.
Taking the example of women in
healthcare, 70% of workers in the
lower level are women while at the top
level of specialist doctors and surgeons,
only 25% are women. Globally, women
comprise 63 % of informal workers,
who are employed without direct pay.
The informal economy falls out of the
purview of labour laws, leaving many
exposed to low pay and unsafe working
conditions, and without social benefits.
If a woman dares to venture into self-
employment, she gets less access to
input and output markets and due to
various laws about inheritance and
owning properties, less access to assets 

 Care work- The
unpaid labour

Care activities i.e. caring for those
who aren’t able to take care of
themselves are activities essential
and intrinsic to the functioning of
society. There is a necessity to self-
sacrifice when you’re caring for
the elderly, the young, the
differently-abled etc. It counts as
neither leisure nor material gain.
It’s also easier to just shift the
burden onto just one particular
group. People start caring for those
whom they provide care for, they
get emotionally attached and
society knows that it’s just difficult
to walk away. This makes the
caregivers lose their bargaining
power and they collude in their
exploitation. An experiment was
conducted in the UK in the 1980s, a
time when women were mostly
confined to their homes and men
were the primary breadwinners.
For a few years, the government
gave cashback from the tax for
every child a family had. This cash
came directly to women as they
are responsible for the provisional
affairs for the house, an increase
in the sales of baby and household
products was observed in those
years. After a few years, this
experiment was changed to giving
cashback to men in the form of a
higher paycheck. 

An increase in the sales of cigars,
alcohol, and pubs went up during
this time. Women spent more time
at home, more time caring for
their children, and thought of
spending the extra income on
them. Women’s and girls’ unpaid
work 

tin general. Only about 6 % of
US venture capital funding goes
to women-led businesses
(World Bank, 2021). Without
proper assets, it's nearly
impossible to get banks to

 extend credit and the dearth of
proper institutional lenders
throws them into the jaws of the
private money lenders who
charge exorbitant amounts of
interest. Indirectly affecting
women’s ability to get equal
opportunities are the risks of
street trading, problems in
commuting, inaccessibility to
basic utilities like oilets, and
being forbidden to stay out at all
hours.

Compensation- The
formal sector

Many Economists feel that the
wage gap is said to have two
parts- The explained and the
unexplained. The Explained
segment comprises the 
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Women are being punished for
shouldering a responsibility that was
asked of them.

Capitalism

Capitalism thrives on the exploitation
of women by giving them lower wages
and poor working conditions. Be it the
shortage of labour supply during
World War 2 or the export-oriented
industrialization in East Asia,
capitalism has always taken advantage
of the fact that women can be hired at
a cheaper rate than men and as soon as
they fulfill their purpose, can be
thrown out of the labour force. In East
Asia, young women are hired in masses
because they are cheap, docile, and do
not demand permanent jobs.
Childbirth, marriage, pregnancy are
seen as reasons to throw them out of
their jobs. Redundant, repetitive, and
often tedious work is done by women.
As more and more factories get
automated, men are more likely to be
hired. In the low-paying jobs, a piece
rate work is another tool to exploit
women wherein women bear all the
risks of production, be it low demand,
low quantity produced, or safety issues.
This is all based on the narrative that a 

attributes, age, skill, experience,
education, etc and the unexplained
segment is discrimination. But this
in itself is false. Because the very
fact that women have less
education, skill, and experience is
also due to discrimination.
Women, on average, stay a decade
more time out of the workforce.
According to a study by the New
York Times , women get a 4% pay
cut for each child they have,
compared to men who get a 6%
pay increase on average. 

If this was not enough to deter
women from not taking time off,
there is a double burden present.
Even if they work 8 hours, they
still have to go back home and
perform the care activities or get
them outsourced. The whole
burden of performing or managing
the care activities falls on them.
Women make 77 cents for every
dollar a man makes and it is worse
with women with children. In
South Asia, there is a wage gap of
35% between a man and a woman
with children. (UNWomen,2020).
Women are being punished for 
shouldering a responsibility that
was asked of them. 

woman's income is a
‘supplement’ income. Women
become the perfect example of
the reserve army of labour as
they are latent, floating, and
stagnant.

Tax

Taxation has been called the
highest attribute of sovereignty.
Indirect taxes like VAT affect
women disproportionately.
Indirect taxes don’t have the
redistributive power that
income and wealth taxes have
and risk hitting women living in
poverty the hardest if everyday
household items aren’t exempt.
Yet less than 5 % of the
population in developing
countries pays personal income
tax. This way of collecting taxes
fails the poorest women, as
opportunities to reduce
economic inequality between 
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wealthy men and the poorest of
women living are lost. (OHRCR,
2019)
A rise in prices of goods of
household consumption via the
means of VAT affects women as
they are the ones who have to 

ensure provision. Often this gap
between the rise in income and the
rise in tax is reduced by women
cutting their personal expenditure.
Import duties and corporate
income tax also disfavour women
in most developing countries. Any
taxation policy that does not take
into account the inherent
difference between income proves
to be fatal to women living in
poverty.

Government Gender
nexus

When in financial austerity, public
and social service funding is the
first to be cut by the government
because the government knows 

that families will bear the burden. This
is detrimental to women in 2 ways, it
not only denies women employment
opportunities and women lose their
jobs, but it also affects their unpaid
labour time because they have to work
at home to shoulder that burden. Laws
and policies of the land legalise the
discrimination against women. In
India, it was as late as 2005 when a
woman was guaranteed equal rights to
her father’s property under the Hindu
succession act. On average, women
have just 3/4th of the rights men have
(World Bank Group, 2021).To help
women lessen their burden,
governments came up with the idea of
microfinance. Self Help Groups work
on the concept of group lending with
high interest rates. With a 20%-60%
interest rate per year, the terms are
damaging to women. The loans can
only be used for consumption
smoothing and not for any productive
purpose like investment. They cannot
function as a substitute for
institutional credit. Migration trends
also show highly gendered patterns as
women migrants work mostly in the
service sector and send steady
remittances. Male migrant workers
tend to work in the manufacturing
sector. Women migrant workers send a
higher percentage of their earnings as
remittances. This is not taken into
account by countries when
formulating migration policies. 

Beyond the boundaries
 

The International Monetary Fund
(IMF) continues to wield significant
influence over most of the developing
countries. Many developing countries
have also been compelled to change tax
policies according to IMF 

recommendations to access
loans from other international
financial institutions, such as
the World Bank to finance their
debt. Martinez-Vazquez cited
Asia’s indirect taxes which
dominated direct taxes by more
than 100 %. The IMF, the World
Bank and other international
financial institutions (IFIs)
have consistently promoted the
adoption and increase of VAT
among developing countries. In
2020, the IMF gave out 91 loans
to 81 countries. 76% of the loans
had conditions involving a cut
in public expenditure like public
healthcare, pension, welfare
schemes etc. This further
intensifies the deplorable
conditions created for women
by the pandemic as women had
to pick up the slack and bear the
brunt of these policies. 

Policies like progressive
taxations, taxes on extreme
wealth, accessibility to food,
education, credit and safety
should be implemented to make
sure women’s labour is
recognised. There is also a
growing need to economically
recognise unpaid care work. As
Christine Lagarde said,” when
women do better, economies do
better.”
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topics it intends to cover. The
author of the book is a brilliant
storyteller with numerous
bestsellers to his credits. Sir
Salman Rushdie in his brilliant
new book, published by Penguin
explores the vast landscape of art,
literature, language and culture
accompanied with his brilliant
erudition and sharp wit.
Languages of Truth is a collection
of his writings from 2003 to 2020.
The theme of the essays ranges
from discussing literary style of
writers such as Cervantes,
Shakespeare, and Eudora Welty to
sharing personal anecdotes and
insights. 

The characteristic which makes
the book highly readable is the
smooth  flow of language which in
turn makes it very engaging for
the reader. Divided into four
parts, this book’s central theme
revolves around language, culture 

L

“Languages of Truth” by

Sir Salman Rushdie

Vallabhi Bissa

(4/5 star rating)

Francis Bacon famously said, “Some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some few to be
chewed and digested; that is, some books are to be read only in parts; others to be read, but not curiously;

and some few are to be read wholly, and with diligence and attention.” 

and their intersection. If this book is
highly rich in creativity, humor, wit
and imagination then it is equally
rich in knowledge, insights and
thought provoking writings. It
appears as if that through this book,
the author is trying to establish that
art and life are intertwined with each
other. And the connection between
them is of one which gives pleasure to
those who acknowledge it.

Author also fondly talks about Harold
Pinter, his ‘friend and a great and
loyal ally’ who agreed to deliver
annual Herbert Read Lecture for him
because he was unable to go as
British police refused to guarantee
security to him. Another instance
which proved Harold’s loyalty was
when he led a delegation to Downing
Street asking for author’s protection.

Another remarkable point which the
author mentions in the book is the
‘Silence of Shakespeare’. He opined
that there came a point in his life
when Shakespeare realized that
perhaps it is time to stop writing; to
stop creating. And according to
author this is Shakespeare’s ‘Act of  

magnificent, though not sweet,
will.’ The book is full of
suchpoints which give an
altogether different perspective
on authors and their works and
life. 

Undoubtedly, Sir Salman
Rushdie is a writer whose words
seem to leap out of pages when
you read them. His intellect, wit
and humor are unmatched. This
book is one such example. At
times when people lose their
faith in art and literature and
their capability to restore the
vivaciousness in life, we should
turn to writers like him who
simply write for the sheer
devotion of it and keep their
creative intelligence on full
display. Languages of Truth will
leave you astounded and will
broaden the horizons of your
mind in ways which you don’t
anticipate. This book is highly
recommended.  

 anguages of Truth, in
my humble opinion
should be chewed and
digested given  the
eclectic subjects and 
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Ethical Dilemmas of a Civil

Servant by Anil Swarup

 Hardik Narayan Shukla

(3.5/5 star rating)

C                             
‘aspirants is increasing
consistently and students are
determined to get selected
through their hardwork and
patience. What most of these
aspirants fail to acknowledge
during preparation is that getting
selected in the civil services is just
the beginning of a long journey
with enormous responsibility. 

Throughout his career, a civil
servant faces several instances
where he is expected to make a
decision to the best of his
judgement. This gives rise to a
number of dilemmas, most of
which are ethical in nature. The
book ‘Ethical Dilemmas of a Civil
Servant’ is a wonderful collection
of instances from Mr Anil
Swarup’s illustrious career as a
civil servant. While narrating
these instances in a bundle of
chapters, Mr Swarup tries to
analyse his actions and choices
through retrospection and
reflection. At the end of each
chapter, he mentions the ethical
questions raised in a particular
situation and leaves it upon the
reader to ascertain whether the
actors involved in the situation
did the 'right' thing. 

With an immense experience of
serving in a number of
departments, ministries and
organisations in the centre as well
as the state of Uttar Pradesh, Mr
Anil Swarup has many
accomplishments to his name. 

However, in his book, he tries to
highlight those occasions where the
political or administrative
environment forced him into a
dilemma. In that case, the author
suggests making a decision with a
clear conscience and considering the
greater good of people, even if it
requires a sacrifice on your part. 

The author remarks that the nature
of a civil servant can be broadly
understood as a combination of the
following adjectives: honest/
dishonest, efficient/ inefficient,
pliable/ non-pliable. He further
elaborates the significance of
‘efficiency’ by mentioning that an
honest and non-pliable officer is of no
use if he is busy finding faults with
his colleagues and the system. Such
‘whistle-blowers’ or ‘crusaders’ who
think that everyone around them are
corrupt and take it upon themselves
to ‘expose’ the system. In doing so,
they fail to ‘deliver’ their primary job
of implementing welfare policies.
Hence, Mr. Swarup maintains that
honesty should not be practiced at the
cost of being inefficient.

Most of us believe that the political
interference in the working of
bureaucracy is a hindrance which
cannot be overcome. So, we feel that
toeing the line of politicians is the
only option available to civil servants
if they wish to have a ‘fulfilled’ career. 

However, Mr. Swarup
successfully dispels this
assumption through this book.
He gives ample examples where
several officers including him
opposed doing what was asked
by a politician or their higher
authority just because they
thought it was not the right
thing to do. In all these cases,
their opposition and criticism
protected public interest and
welfare, increased
administrative efficiency and
obviously disappointed a select
group of powerful people who
would otherwise benefit from
the imposed decision. In some
cases, this ‘right’ attitude of
officers is rewarded with
transfers and even suspension
but the author believes to accept
these ‘as a part of the job’ and in
the name of larger public good.

Comprising more than 250
pages, the book becomes
tiresome to read when some
events in the earlier chapters
are repeated again in another
context.  

ivil Services can be        
seen as the most
coveted and sought-
after career option in
India. The number of
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Sections related to industries and
the World Trade Organisation
contain some economic jargon
which people may find difficult to
comprehend. However, these
trivial limitations do not
overshadow the objective and
intent of the author. Mr Swarup is
candid with his narration of
events and makes it a point to
paint the complete picture in the
reader’s minds. His main
intention seems to make people
aware that the civil servants can
efficiently deliver their duty and
make an impact in spite of the
dilemmas created by the political
environment surrounding them,
and he is undoubtedly successful
in conveying this message.

In essence, the book underlines
the critical importance of ‘ethics’
in upholding the true purpose of
bureaucracy. All civil servants
must therefore remain ethical
throughout their career. However,
this is not the case and a lot of
officers toe the line and comply
with influential people either
because of greed or intimidation.
This pliable attitude is responsible
for the inefficacy and tarnished
image of the bureaucracy.

This book is a great resource for
civil service aspirants to
understand the challenging
environment they are trying to
get into. It also generates a sense
of awareness and makes a person
ready to confront the outlined
hurdles with clarity and
conscience. The book includes
amusing instances unravelling
the insides of the bureaucratic
system which will never fail to
win one’s heart.

Book Recommnedations for 

ASPIRANTS 

Not Just a Civil Servant
by Anil Swarup

Memoirs & Musings of
an IAS Officer by K. V.

Natarajan

The Service of the State:
The IAS Reconsidered by

Bhaskar Ghose

Twelfth Fail by Anurag
Pathak

The Outsider's Curse: A
Memoir of the First

Outsider Lady Ias Officer
of Jammu & Kashmir
by Prasenjeet Kumar

and Sonali Kumar
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Extra is an interesting
short story from the
book ‘A  Thousand  
 Years   of  Good Prayers’. 

EXTRA BY YIYUN LI
"A personal précis of my favourite short story"

Author Yiyun Li is a Chinese-
American, whose stories are
majorly built around the lives of
people in China and Chinese
immigrants in America. Extra was
first published in The New Yorker
print edition of December 22,
2003.

As a story it takes a very different
and unconventional notion to a
love story. It opens up with the
introduction of a
quinquagenarian protagonist,
Granny Lin. Granny Lin has just
lost her job where she had worked
for almost the whole of her life.
The story is set back in the 1990s,
the time of the great economic
transformation in China. Chinese
people are compelled to go
through immense modifications.
Hence, our protagonist is also
compelled to undergo shifts. The
writing captures the moment of
that enormous shift so
masterfully that we nearly miss to
realize otherwise. As readers, we
are persistently engaged in the
moments experienced by the
characters. The writing amazes
you. While reading, one is
captivated by Granny Lin's
personality and in recollection,
one realizes how the writing has
subtly revealed snaps of what's
happening at the same time,
momentarily and 

historically. 

Sarcasm surfaces in the writing
where Granny Lin’s neighbour
comments. It sounds like a classical
Chinese affirmation “There is always
a road when you get into the
mountain,” Auntie Wang, Granny
Lin’s neighbour, says to her upon
being informed of Granny Lin’s
situation. And instantly it is revealed
that it is an advertisement for Toyota
motors. “And there is a Toyota
wherever there is a road.” The second
line of the Toyota commercial slips
out before Granny Lin realizes it.
 This highlights the ascendancy
advertisements had. The language
used in Granny Lin's official
certificate is not “Bankrupt” but "
Internal Reorganization".
Catchphrases on the television and
slipping out of these phrases
unknowingly by the characters show
how the economic modifications had
already been injected into the
consciousness of the characters. The
details have been laced so
meticulously that its a pleasure to
realize it eventually.

In any story, there is never much
known about an extra character.
Similar to those extras , our
protagonist also has never been
necessary to anyone other than
herself before this part of her life.
This writing chooses to adorn this
ambiguous character. This
contributes to the title of the story
"Extra" where our protagonist 

is very similar to those extra.
Nevertheless , she is the
protagonist. 

As we move forward, we are
entangled in two stories
instead of one. In both, our
protagonist repeatedly leads 

Dikshya Koirala
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body with motherly hands" and we
learn that she has never seen a naked
man's body. Sadly, her marriage with
Old Tang is short-lived. It ends with
Old Tang asking for his old wife, a
myth established by his children that
his deceased wife will be home soon.
Poor Grinny is later blamed for Old
Tang's death. 

The second story commences as our
protagonist joins a boarding school in
the capacity of a laundry maid. There
she meets a six-year-old boy named
Kang. Kang is abandoned by his
family. He is the son of a disfavored
wife abandoned in a boarding school.
Both our protagonist and a young boy
don’t have a place to call home. They
are the only ones left behind on the
weekends, apart from the two guards.
She "tucks him in" and tells him
stories, strange feelings growing
within her. She questions if this is
what it means to be in love, to have
such a strong want to be with
someone each moment of the rest of
her life that she is sometimes afraid
of herself. Their romance however is
also transient. In the boarding school
after some time, Kang's obsession
with stealing from girls is discovered.
He is bullied and he becomes an
outcast. Kang shuns his shame on
Granny Lin and runs away. He
eventually comes back , but she is
blamed and fired. 

Both the stories are awfully unjust to
our protagonist. She is just a stand-in
for the women the two male loved.
For Old Tang, it was his wife and for
Kang, his mother . Things went
wrong in both the stories when she
could not statiate their demands. 

The story is not over yet. As
she walks out of the boarding
school with a duffel bag and
her stainless-steel lunch pile, a
man pushes her to the ground
and runs away with her duffel
bag. Nevertheless, our
protagonist is pleased because
“Hungry as people are, it is
strange that nobody ever
thinks of robbing an old
woman of her lunch. That’s
why she has never lost
anything important. The three
thousand yuan of dismissal
compensation is safe in the
lunch pail, as are several
unopened packages of girls’
socks, colourful with floral
patterns, and souvenirs of her
short love story."

As doleful as the story is,
perhaps the denouement is a
happy one. Our protagonist
has a naive and endearing
quality to her, as well as an
enormous ability to love.
Granny Lin, who was hitherto
an afterthought, an extra, has
suddenly become
indispensable. There's a
heaviness to how her life is
viewed, but there's also
delicate humour and gentle
irony." She has never lost
anything significant ", she
continues, but to the readers, it
appears as if she is left with
nothing important. However ,
the antithesis is that she may
not have had anything vital to
lose and hence never lost
anything. 

to engaging in a one-sided
relationship with complete
devotion even though it lacks
reciprocity in fulfilling her
emotional needs. 

In the first engagement, Granny
Lin's neighbour Auntie Wang
matches her with a widower who
is an Alzheimer's patient. Thus , a
marriage of convenience takes
place. Our protagonist "tends his 

Photograph by Denise Applewhite / 
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The 'Giant' Leap

Forward
         

                                     

the two nations. Such sort of
engagement may sound quite
unusual to many because of
Kenya’s demographics but
keeping in mind the agricultural
potential sub-Saharan Africa has,
this move was seen as a step
towards manipulating African
land to satisfy the food demand of
our population. But for India to
strengthen its relations with 

Nishant Kumar
 African countries, it has to compete

with one of the largest trading
partners of the continent, China. We
all know that China was devastated
after the second World War but the
picture has turned upside down in
contemporary times. Being the
second largest economy of the world
today, China, as you can see in graph
1, has grabbed a substantial portion
of International trade. Let’s try to
analyze this 'journey' of Dragon from
being an extreme poverty-struck
country to a Global Giant.

 

ecently, our External
Affairs Minister, Dr.
S. Jaishankar, visited
Kenya and discussed
the bilateral
relations between 

R
Medieval to Modern

 
If we begin our inquiry from the
medieval period of around the
11th century, we can observe
that China didn't have any
tendency of significant
economic mobility.
Even during the fourteenth and
seventeenth century the Chinese
population dropped by 30
million because of epidemics
and change in regimes.
Medieval China was home to
instability with a similarly
categorized per capita income.
But towards the end of the 
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revenue reached approximately
8.2 billion Yuan. The expansion
of the economy is evident from
the simple fact that the tax
revenue in 1997 was 16 times
greater than that of what it was
in 1979. Astonished by the same,
the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) sent a research
term in later-90s to examine the
reasons behind such explosive
growth of the Chinese economy
and it was found out that one of
the major factors for it was the
increase in the productivity
gains of China. The country,
prior to 1978 had nearly four out
of five Chinese in agriculture
but post-reforms, by 1994, only
one out of two did. Thus, this
combination of Communist
regime and its shift towards
capitalism played a vital role in
industrializing China.

The 2008 Crisis

In 2008, the world was hit by a
financial crisis due to a crash in
the housing market and many
banks such as Northern Rock
and Lehman Brothers went
bankrupt. Various western
models, like those of the United
States of America and United
Kingdom and Japan in the east
were wrecked after the crisis as
shown in the Graph 2. However,
an interesting development took
place during this crisis that was
the shift of international focus
from west to Asia. Investment
manager Hugh Young said that,
"It would be the start... of Asia
looking away from the West,
and it probably also accelerated
the rise of China - which was
going to happen anyhow - but 

of China were afflicted by war,
natural disasters, and the economic
shocks by the international economic
crisis of the 1930s and the final blow
in the series was the Japanese
invasion in 1937 which gave a great
setback to its economy.

Marx and Smith

The Chinese Civil War, which started
as early as in 1927 finally came to an
end after the second World War in
1949, and thereafter established the
People's Republic of China. Mao
Zedong, with communist ideals of
Karl Marx in his arsenal was set to
lead the country for over two and a
half decades. Mao followed the policy
of centralization of the economic
system and focused mainly on
agriculture, since he believed that the
agrarian sector would be pivotal in
strengthening the economy. His Great
Leap Forward brought about major
reforms in the agricultural sector but
were not able provide a strong push
to the country's finances. Mao ended
the "Chinese humiliation" but his
Cultural Revolution (1966-1976)
adversely affected the Chinese
economy. When power came in the
hands of Deng Xiaoping, who was
influenced by the idea of Free Market
Economy by Adam Smith, China
witnessed a paradigm shift in its
economic structure. One of the most
critical moves by him was to set up
special economic zones i.e., Shenzhen,
Zhuhai, Xiamen and Shantou in 1979
on an experimental basis to check the
feasibility of a capitalistic structured
economy. The policies of Deng
entirely shifted the system. With the
opening up of the economy (Open
Door Policy) and rising foreign
investment, in 1997, the total tax  

seventeenth century and
continuing till the commencement
of the nineteenth century, China,
under the Ch'ing dynasty,
performed quite well. It showed a
tremendous increase in population
from 138 million to 381 million
without a fall in living standards of
people.Chinese GDP grew faster
than that of Europe in the
eighteenth century even though
European per capita income rose by
a quarter. In contrast to the same,
China became home to rebellions
and internal unrest in the
nineteenth century, the biggest of
them being the Taiping rebellion
which lasted for 14 years and
damaged China's central province.
The next century incurred the most
harm to the Dragon. Between
World War I and 1937, various parts Graph II

Graph I
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now we see China playing on the
global stage as big a role - arguably
a bigger role - than even the US.”
China wasn't completely aloof from
the setbacks by the crisis but
asprofessor Yu suggested, the
Chinese government took swift
actions and introduced a grand
stimulus package which helped
stabilize and revive the economy.

Xi Jinping and Free
Flow of Capital

With the revival of the economy,
China witnessed a major switch in
its leadership, Xi Jinping. As
Elizabeth C. Economy points out in
her book titled The Third
Revolution: Xi Jinping and the new
Chinese state, that "one of the great
paradoxes of China today, is Xi
Jinping’s effort to position himself
as a champion of globalization,
while at the same time restricting
the free flow of capital, information,
and goods between 

China and the rest of the world.” Xi has
reversed the policies of earlier
governments, especially those initiated
by Deng Xiaoping. Elizabeth argues
that Xi has initiated his own "Third
Revolution" in which the focus was on
the dramatic centralization of
authority and has built up a virtual
wall of restriction and regulations
which keeps the foreign companies out
of the competition in China's market.
Contrary to it, the country has focused
on its manufacturing enterprises and
have spontaneously become one of the
world's biggest exporters. Because of
the same, China has also been accused
of violating the trade agreements of
World Trade Organization and
carrying out market-distorting
practices. This ended up in extending
the margins of China's economy but
has adversely impacted the growth of
other nations. The same is the cause
behind China having 'Business Fakes'
which are 'Made in China' versions of
various Multinational Companies.

China Dream and
BRI

The onset of Xi's rule was
marked by a very common
phrase, "China Dream" which
was believed by many political
analysts to be a vague term. The
main idea behind using it was to
gather more and more support
from the people of China. Yet
Liu Mingfu, a retired Chinese
colonel, published a book called
The China Dream: Great Power
Thinking and Strategic Posture
in the Post-American Era in
2010 in which he proposed that
Xi's China Dream was to make
China world's dominant power.
Looking at this now, we can say
that his statement would be the
least contested one in the
contemporary time. Alongside
this wave of dream, Xi launched
a very strategic policy called the
Belt and Road Initiative which
helped consolidate the grapple
of dragons on the International
Trade. It is a long-term policy
and an investment whose main
aim is infrastructural
development and boosting of
economy on the marks of the
historic Silk Route which
connected Europe and Africa to
the easternmost regions of Asia
Experts see this as not only a
step to dominate the Asian
continent but also to develop
new investment opportunities,
cultivate export markets, and
boost Chinese incomes and
domestic consumption. This can
clarify the implicit motives and
future-sightedness of China's
move towards Africa as well as 

One Belt One Road Initiative
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the reason why it wants to control
the south China sea.

COVID Pandemic and
Predictions

The recent chapter that has been
added in the series is of COVID-19
pandemic where China saw a
major shrink in its economy.
However, due to above mentioned
reasons and centralized control, it
was able to get its economy back
on track but became a cause of
uncertainty for many other world
economies. The pandemic also
had political implications for the
Chinese government where it was
able to showcase itself better than
the west by showing how poorly
developed countries have fared in
containing the virus. Christopher
A. McNally in his article on how 

COVID-19 can accelerate the Chinese
economy argues that China may
become a continent-sized consumer
market.

How China would perform post-
COVID is a highly contested issue and
has divided economists and political
analysts. Yet it could be observed that
the "Made in China 2025" initiative is
materializing itself and paving the
path for a more promising and stable
economic growth of the country.
Setting up ports in Sri Lanka, creating
new special economic zones,
connecting neighboring countries by
roads and tunnels, growing pace of
industrialization and strategically
implementing its policies hints
toward China's march toward
realizing its dream to be a "World
Manufacturing Power" by 2049.
China is surely going to face certain 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

impediments from "Build Back
Better" of the US but quite
certainly would continue to give
fairly good combat to such
policies and beef up its stake in
the world. 

Workers from a Servpro disaster recovery team wearing protective suits and
respirators are given supplies as they line up before entering the Life Care Center in

Kirkland, Wash., to begin cleaning and disinfecting the facility.
Wednesday, March 11, 2020
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A
India but what needs attention is that
luxury cars among iphones and other
items are more expensive in India as
compared to other countries. Let’s
delve deeper into the reasons that
cause this differential. The Base tax
rate for luxury cars or the tax base
which is defined as the total
asset/ revenue amount on which the
government can levy taxes stands at
28%, attracting the top GST slab.

Vansh Khanna 

mid increasing
levels of inflation,
commodities have
continued to
become more 

What follows is the key, under
the GST regime tax structure,
certain luxury goods as per the
government ought to have a
cess. By definition, a tax charged
or levied in excess of the base
tax liability of any taxpayer is
called a cess. The
aforementioned 28% base is
coupled with an additional cess
of approx 15%, 20% on sedans,
and 22% on SUVs, the post GST

expensive. However the luxury
market wins out the price race
with a whopping increase in
prices despite economic
disruptions prevailing during the
pandemic. Like any other luxury
item, luxury cars are expensive in 

Luxury Cars In India
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manufacturers could lower intrinsic
costs of the car itself instead of
demanding tax relief. The rationale
behind this is that GST rates on car
vehicles compute to be lower than
previously imposed VAT plus excise
duty rates. This reply was a reaction
to the call made by Toyota to not
diversify India operations due to the
magnitude of taxes. Shekhar
Viswanathan, vice chairman of
Toyota Kirloskar Motors spoke to
Bloomberg and made a statement on
how they felt that the country didn’t
want them here despite investing
their money into it. A similar
sentiment was shared by the German
luxury car-maker Mercedes Benz. 

Super cars such as Lamborghini,
Aston Martin, and Ferrari, end up
costing 3x more than their actual
price in India due to this heavy tax
structure. Let’s try understanding this
with numeric examples, for instance,
if you decide to purchase a
Lamborghini today, 150% of the price
is shelled out and blown on taxes and
duties alone. Comparing prices across
abroad, a BMW X1 facelift model price
starts at INR 36 lakhs in India while
the same model costs less than INR 28
lakhs and INR 27 lakhs in the United
Kingdom and the States respectively.

As per a report released by HT Auto,
along with duties and taxes, other
components such as charges on
dealership and transportation,
insurance, and registration are also
required to be paid. These confirm
the 3x multiplier making the cost of
ownership abysmally high.

This analysis on tax structures has
already explained why existing car-

makers are already unhappy
with the system and hesitant to
grow in the market but it’s also
acting up as a deterrent to new
players. One such example is the
Tesla Inc. dilemma.

India is enthusiastic to jump on
the bandwagon for EV and tried
to introduce Chinese-style
policies to further its set of
Green ambitions but the
hardline protectionist policy
stance got in the way. Elon
Musk tweeted about the import
duty structure recently calling
out India’s policies as restrictive
and said that “import duties are
the highest in the world by far
of any large country.” Clean
energy vehicles were “treated
the same as diesel or petrol”
ones, he added. This points to
the obvious conclusion that
India won’t be seeing Tesla any-
time soon or for that matter,
any player in the EV segment as
the business is already very
price competitive.

In contrast to other nations,
which have rather adoptive
policies towards EVs to meet
emission/ sustainability goals,
the Modi government has
aligned its focus in a single
direction, that of ‘Make in
India’, in order to boost the
industrial manufacturing sector. 

If India decides to pursue this
policy, what it needs is its own
holistic model that emphasizes
auto parts, proprietary
infrastructure, and incentives
towards consumers for electrics
and hybrids in a market as
price-sensitive as this one.

implementation across the board
making the total tax incidence
around 48-50%. 

This multi-layered tax model
doesn’t end here, the import duty
for cars is cent percent and comes
with a special tax for registration
amounting to 15 percent. This
explains why some major players
in the automobile industry are
reluctant to expand their
operations in the country.

Balbir Singh Dhillon, the former
Head of Audi India pointed out
how the high tax rates stall
growth within the segment, “First,
you pay import duties (100
percent), followed by GST which is
48% coupled with 15%
registration tax. Essentially, it’s
duties on duties on duties”. These
multiple layers make the sector
extremely niche, not allowing for
growth proportionate to
opportunity.

What’s interesting to see is the
speedy recovery of the industry
after shrinking 40 percent in 2020
due to a pandemic-induced
lockdown. However, growth in
this segment and the overall
market has slight to marginal
chances of expanding
exponentially unless the levy
structure in the status-quo is
modified.

When the heated tax structure
debate was renewed in 2021
owing to a fall in sales in the
previous fiscal year, the
government had taken the ‘lower
the price of the item, instead of
the tax’ stance arguing that car
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Introduction

Trade and border issues between
India and China are often in the
news. In the midst of this
standoff, Indians have threatened
to boycott Chinese goods. Is it,
however, viable for India? This
article examines all of the
arguments for and against this
decision, offers potentially viable
alternatives, and tries to
summarise India's current
actions.

Quickread

India has been demanding for a
long time that the United Nations
label Masood Azhar, the chief of
Jaish-e-Mohammed, as a global
terrorist, but China is stalling it
using its veto power in the UN 

Security Council. Following the recent
terror attack in Pulwama, India again
urged that Masood Azhar be added to
the UN's list of global terrorists.
Except for China, all UNSC member
countries supported the move. It used
its veto authority to oppose the bid
once more. As a result, there are
protests in India calling for a ban on
Chinese imports. On the one hand,
China wishes to maintain strong
trade relations with India, while on
the other hand, it frequently acts
against India. As a result, having
strong trade relations with China may
be counterproductive. 

In addition, India's trade deficit with
China is enormous. For the fiscal year
2017-18, India's imports from China
totalled $76.2 billion, whilst India's
exports to China totalled $33 billion.
As a corollary, there is a need to lower
the trade imbalance. 

Many Chinese items, such as
firecrackers and plastic toys,
have also been proven to be a
health and environmental
concern due to the use of low-
quality materials in their
manufacture.

India, as a member of the
World Trade Organization
(WTO), cannot simply prohibit
imports from other member
countries. However, the Indian
government has the authority
to prohibit specific Chinese
products due to health and
security concerns. In the Lok
Sabha, the Commerce and
Industry Minister said that the
Indian government has
prohibited Chinese mobile
phones without an IMEI
number. On the basis of major
health concerns, China has
also banned Indian milk
products. When compared to
domestic products, Chinese
goods are less expensive.
People in the low and middle
classes will be compelled to
spend more on needs if
Chinese goods are banned.
India currently has no viable
alternatives to several Chinese
products. Because of India's
reliance on the nation for
critical raw resources, a 

Should Chinese Imports

Be Prohibited In India?
 Khushi Chugh
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blanket ban" may not be possible,
according to FIEO (Federation of
Indian Export Organisations)
president Sharad Kumar Saraf
and Director General Ajay Sahai.
“Banning raw materials from
China, without which products
cannot be made in the United
States, will make things difficult,”
Saraf added. “If they retaliate, it
will have a greater detrimental
impact on us.”

According to Saraf, the option to
boycott non-essential Chinese
items may be left to the
individual, but trade-related
actions such as increasing tariffs
on cheaper Chinese raw materials
would be preferable to an outright
embargo. In the near term, this
will provide access to critical
components as India strives to
develop self-sufficiency or move
to alternative trade routes. 

“Rather than imposing a blanket ban,
it would be preferable to boost tariffs
on cheaper raw materials,” he added.
According to CII, countries such as
the United States, Vietnam, Japan,
Mexico, and a few European
countries might be used as alternative
import sources for the crucial
electronic, vehicle, and
pharmaceutical components. The
government's "Atma Nirbhar"
initiative is designed to assist
ministries in establishing self-
reliance in industries. Some actions,
as the choice to push bulk drug parks
in India, must be carried out.

India is levying anti-dumping duties
on low-quality Chinese imports. In
2019, India implemented anti-
dumping duties on 99 Chinese
imports. Bihar's 'Obra' hamlet has
declared a ban on Chinese imports.
According to the Confederation of All
India Traders (CAIT), sales of Chinese 

goods plummeted by 60%
during the 2016 Diwali season as
a result of a social media
campaign encouraging Indians
to boycott Chinese products. To
narrow the trade gap, India is in
talks with China to sell more
agricultural products such as
pomegranates, soya meals,
grapes, and other fruits and
vegetables.

Because India is a WTO
member, we can't entirely ban
Chinese imports. However, we
may take steps to establish a
trade balance and lessen our
reliance on Chinese goods. It is
necessary to strengthen our
industrial culture in order to
make items at lower domestic
prices. In addition, there is a
requirement to be severe with
low-quality imports. It is
beneficial for every country to
be as self-sufficient as possible.
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EXISTENTIALISM
Abhilasha Rawat and Meghna Rathore

“Every existing thing is born without reason, prolongs itself out of
weakness, and dies by chance.”  Jean-Paul Sartre

    t's never too surprising
to hear the phrase,
‘existential crisis.’ while
eavesdropping on a
conversation among I

theories on existentialism were tied
together by one central problem, ‘the
Problem of life as a Human Being’ or
the fate of ‘Human Condition’.

This movement rejects any and all
systems which propose to have
definite answers and theories for 
peculiar human conditions.
Moreover, none of these philosophers
took the road of religion (then,
Christianity being a predominant
one) since doing so would mean
surrendering one’s agency to a
predetermined path. But why? After
all, these are well-tested prophecies
that, since time immemorial, have
helped humans get through their
difficult times. They argued that God
(if there is) does not satisfy one very
crucial condition which gives him
complete access to all human lives
and make their decisions for them.
This condition not only separates
humans from gods but also ignites (as
it should) the masses to own their
agency. The condition is mortality.
When confronted with mortality, the
shock of such a realisation can help
give us the strength to stop living in
conformity with the masses and
instead take control of our own lives
by standards and values of our own
choosing. The central idea here is
freedom. It asks questions of ‘the 

meaning of life’ not in some
nonchalant-ic sense but by
actually questioning the essence
of our existence. We didn’t have
the choice to choose the place of
our birth or the house or the
family we would want to be in,
we were just thrown into it. And
if that wasn’t enough, we are
again made to follow age old
doctrines only to give up our
agency to think for ourselves!

Aristotle, a famous Greek
philosopher, also philosophised
on similar lines. He stated the
idea of 'essence’ in his
philosophy which 

mainly proposed that every
human being has anan essence
to their existence, but rifted
apart when he gave the
authority- to make that essence-
to god. For Aristotle, the saying
goes, “essence precedes
existence”. But philosophers like
Sartre revolutionised this sense
by saying that we should
nevermistake human beings
with watches or cars which are
made with a determined goal
and to do the job they do.
Human beings, on the contrary,
have the ability to choose their 

teenagers or adults. Every
difficulty or a misadventure in
our life is an apparent quest for
finding the reasons for existence.
However, ‘classic philosophy
memes’ might not be the best
source of information to call
oneself an ‘existentialist.’ Thus,
we decided to dive into the true
search for existentialism.

(On a side note, we would suggest
doing this activity before reading:
Based on whatever you think
existentialism is, assign it a colour
in your mind and review it after
you finished the reading!)

Existentialism as many would
misinterpret, is neither a
philosophy nor a doctrine. Rather,
it is a movement. A movement
that was predominantly carried
forward by philosophers like
Soren Kierkegaard, Nietzsche,
Dostoevsky, Jean Paul Sartre and
Albert Camus, to name a few, in
the mid-20th century. All of these
philosophers despite their
different understandings and 
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absurdism and neuro-
existentialism, as they explore
the conflicts between the
scientific image and the
manifest image. The true
existential insights get
transpired to the audience
through Morty who we see
attaching his own significance
to things that barely connect
dots in our brain. Morty ends up
being weirdly relatable and
admiring, making us say to
ourselves that “Nobody exists on
purpose, nobody belongs
anywhere, everyone’s gonna die.

Come watch TV”, whenever life
seems too complicated. 

own essence and that is what
makes us different from the rest. 
“Existence precedes essence”.

Existential Crisis

We might be very familiar with
this term by now, thanks to a
global pandemic and ourselves. At
many times in our lives, we have
confronted the absurd. We try to
seek meaning within the context
of the situations around us but
are often stuck. As Camus puts it,
we confront the absurd in various
experiences. Weariness with the
routine and seeing something out
of context forces us to recognize
our own inability to act or
understand. However, unlike
other philosophers (like
Heidegger) Camus presents a
different way out of this
existential dread as we call it, by
proposing his goal: “to live
without appeal”. To live on your
own demands and create your
own meaning of the world. To
understand and assert that there
is no outside authority or
standard which possesses the
capability to control us.
“I draw from the absurd three
consequences, which are my
revolt, my freedom, and my
passion”
-Camus

Sisyphus, a character in one of the
books written by Albert Camus,
was seen happy because he
believed he had a passion for
what he was doing even though it
was a mundane task. It was up to
him to keep doing and choosing to
push a rock to a hill only for it to
roll back.

Existentialism: in Media
Today

When an alcoholic anthropomorphic
horse says, “I feel like my life is just a
series of unrelated wacky adventures,”
Sartre nodded. Bojack Horseman, a
masterpiece of contemporary times, is
one of the most well-written meta
shows that unfolds existential outlook,
rather than preaching a philosophy.

Despite the conventional academic
forums ignoring the existential
philosophy, it has become quite
popular among the Gen Z, penetrating
through movies, T.V shows, songs and
memes. The pioneer of the movement,
Sartre himself synthesised his ideas
often through French plays. Those art
pieces became vastly praised, inspiring
several adaptations as movies and
shows in different languages. In his
one such thought-provoking play, “No
Exit,” three characters find themselves
waiting in a mysterious room. It is a
depiction of the afterlife in which three
deceased characters are punished by
being locked into a room together for
eternity, making them believe it is a
hell where they will get tortured. 

However, it turned out to be the source
of Sartre's famous phrase "Hell is other
people." It displays how the ultimate
constraint to an individual's freedom
becomes the perpetual struggle of
being caused to see oneself as an object
from the view of another
consciousness.

Apart from such outright philosophical
plays, several famous and mainstream
movies and shows also have a tint of
existentialism that one can follow. The
absurdly hilarious Rick and Morty is a
precisely crafted depiction of neuro-
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However, these TV series are not
the only medium that
understands the depth of
existentialism. These hundreds of
written lines with thousands of
minutes devoted to building a
scene can sometimes be
condensed to just a few minutes
of stanzas, creating exceptional
symbols in the philosophical
understanding.

It would be a crime against
existence to not mention the
Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen
here. A saga more than a song, the 

artist here defies the worldly
phenomenon with an existential
thought as it goes:

 “ Is this the real life? 
Is this just fantasy? 
Caught in a landside, 
No escape from reality 
Open your eyes, 
Look up to the skies and see, 
I'm just a poor boy, I need no
sympathy, 
Because I'm easy come, easy go,
Little high, little low, 
Any way the wind blows doesn't
really matter to 
Me, to me“

One another example of a band that on
several occasions have burst
existential bubbles through their
artistic stream is Radiohead. Their
song “Fake Plastic Trees” talks about
the essential idea of how submission to
the norms and understanding
determined by the world wears out
one’s individualistic essence, reducing
them to mere ‘fake plastic flowers.’ The
lyrics goes like:

“ But I can't help the feeling 
I could blow through the ceiling 
If I just turn and run 
 And if I could be who you wanted 
If I could be who you wanted 
All the time 
All the time”

Thus, existentialism in a very odd way
can actually help us find the essence of
our life, the way we want it to be, and
an existential crisis can just symbolize
that difficult journey one has to go
through in order to take charge of
one’s life. Moreover, there is no dearth
to the reach and scope of
understanding existentialism, only if 

you believe in the motive and
belief in comprehending the
nothingness. Instead of the
rather grim picture that most
believe that existentialism
draws, it is in fact a pretty
picture. Well, that again,
depends on whatever colour you
ascribe to it. 

P.S. Remember:
If you had a dollar for every
time you had an existential
crisis, would it even matter?

Artists that Existentialists 
need to follow:

THE BEATLES JEFF BUCKLEY 

BOB MARLEY NIRVANA

RADIOHEAD SUFJAN STEVENS
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Q&A

 What colour do you associate
with existentialism?

I would say maybe forest green
because it screams power and
independence to me

Type something...

Oh wait

Some deep blue maybe because
sometimes free will is scary too

PUblic Opinion

The one colour I would associate
existentialism with would be white.
For me white is a colour you cannot
hide behind. You can't camouflage
yourself behind its hue. The colour
has a certain degree of independence
and liberation associated with it
without the need to stand out or hide
away which is personal to me.

yeah green

 bright unabashed spread of life

there's no meaning to life but the
beauty of it

and i think green represents it the
best
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 For me the colour is blue.
I think that colour connects with me,
with life in whole. It symbolises
deepness and endlessness of a
human and life. It has a light along
with reflection of darkness.
Also makes me feel peaceful, help
me to stay patient, inspires me to
think deeper, gives me hope that there
is more, it's not the end.

It is a lot of colours, because
existentialism can mean so many
different things depending upon
how,
when and why I am interacting
with it When we exist, we are all colours

 And the white deeper within

We are all just made of white and red

But we exist because of the red
inside all of us

The one colour I would associate
existentialism with would be white.
For me white is a colour you cannot
hide behind. You can't camouflage
yourself behind its hue. The colour
has a certain degree of independence
and liberation associated with it
without the need to stand out or hide
away which is personal to me.
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T H E  R E C E N T

C O A L  C R I S I S

Main excerpts
of the
interview with 
 Mr Anil
Swarup

Hardik: In 2016 we had enough
coal stocks and were even
thinking of exporting to
Bangladesh, so what went wrong
in the next three years that we
found ourselves in such a crisis?
And in your recent interview you
mentioned that as the coal
secretary, you warned the
government that a crisis could
occur in five years. So do you
think that complacency on the
part of the government is a major
factor that thermal power plants
failed to maintain the
recommended stock of fourteen
days?

Mr Swarup: Let me get you a bit
of a background about the coal
sector for you to understand why
we were so-called comfortable in
2016 and then explain to you what
happened post 2016 for the crisis
to occur. Now, India sits on a lot
of coal, we have reserves of
around 300 MT. It's a huge
amount of coal in the wake of our
requirement of anywhere
between 800 to 900 MT. So we
have a reasonable amount of coal
with us, but unfortunately, we
have not been able to mine that
coal for a variety of reasons. In
2014, there was a huge crisis
consequent to the report of the
then CAG Mr Vinod Rai, which  
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750 MT. You would have been really
surplus of, but it didn't grow. So the
question that you are the second one
was what happened after 2016 for
coal not to grow at the rate at it was
growing earlier. The first reason was
that after 2017 there was no regular
chairman and managing director of
Coal India for almost a year. Now, for
an organization that could India not
to be headed by anybody and he was
a temporary arrangement. So in such
organizations temporary
arrangements don't work because
you have to do long-term planning so
all the momentum that existed
between 2014 and 16 was lost. The
second reason was that I remember
distinctly at around 2014-15 and 16
the reserves with Coal India were
around Rs ₹ 35,000 crores. It's a huge
reserve. And in view of the plan that
we had, we wanted to do 1 billion tons
by 2020. In order to have that
production, we had planned opening
of new mines, or expansion of
existing mines. Coal production can
increase only by taking up new mines
or expanding existing mines. There's
no other way that you can increase
coal production so we planned that,
unfortunately, that plan was not
executed and most of the money of ₹
35,000 crore was taken away by the
government as dividend so this
money instead of being invested there
was taken away as dividend. The
third reason associated with this was
that instead of investing in mines,
both in terms of expansion and new
mines, the government thought it
better to invest it in fertilizer plants, I
had opposed it when I was a
secretary, I had opposed but I was
overruled and then when you are
overruled, you're overruled, then it
happens that way. The fourth reason
was a very funny one. You know, a 

large number of managers of
coal mines instead of engaging
themselves in mining of coal
and planning for future mining,
were asked to supervise toilets.
In my book, Ethical Dilemmas of
Civil Servant, there is a chapter
called ‘Sh*t Happens’. And it
was then that I had forewarned
that if you don't plan for the
future then you could run into a
problem. Now, I don't blame
them, those people who didn't
agree with me because I
remember a meeting in 2016 in
the Cabinet Secretary where I
had suggested that they would
be a crisis in the future.
Everyone laughed at me and
said “You have so much coal,
you don't know where to send.
Coal India is sitting on almost
100 MT on their pitheads. What
would you do with that?” I said,
“I'm not bothered about now. I
am bothered about five years
down the line because if you
don't plan, now, if these
managers don't indulge in
planning for the future and
spend their time on how to
execute those plans, then you're
going to run into problems.”
Five years, I mean it's
unfortunate but my prediction
came true. Now some people say
that the crisis has got over. To
me, that's not the issue. India
imports almost 25% of its
requirement when we are
sitting on so much coal. So my
contention was why are we
importing coal? While there is a
lot of coal that will have to be
imported as that quality of coal
is not produced in India but the
remaining part of the coal,
which can be sourced from 

created a lot of problems than
solving the problems and we ran
into a serious crisis similar and
reminiscent of the crisis that we
had recently, but much more
profound and much more difficult
to handle in 2014. Again, to cut a
long story short, but on account of
an excellent team that I had, we
managed to tide over that crisis.
And as you asked in your question
by 2016, we were comfortable
enough to think in terms of
exporting coal to Bangladesh. And
after maybe about 35 to 40 power
plants in serious crisis, in 2014 in
2016, there was not a single power
plant that was short of coal and
there was no criticality in that.
Now, it's a separate matter, if
those of you that want to
understand can read my books,
Ethical, Dilemmas of a Civil
Servant or Not Just a Civil Servant,
which outlined the details
regarding the steps that were
taken to tide over that crisis. Now,
what happened thereafter? Why
did the crisis recur? And my take
is it might recur again because if
fundamentals are not addressed
then the crisis will recur. Now,
one of the primary reasons of this
crisis apart from the immediate
reason of increase in
international prices, untimely
rains and poor management of
supply of coal. These were
immediate reasons, but
fundamental reason was that Coal
India production stagnated to 600
MT. For the past three years, it
has stagnated around 598-602,
around 600 MT. Now, had this
coal grown at the rate around
which was growing in 2014-15 and
15-16 The cold production by Coal
India would have been more than 
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within the country and is being
imported can be part of the
production increases that we did
in 2016 and it can be done. Now, I
keep saying that whatever I'm
saying is not theoretical. And I am
also not saying that this should be
done. I am saying this has already
been done once in the past and it
can be done again. That's my take
on it.

Shreya: Sir, like you said the
production of coal India has
stagnated at 600 MT for the last
three years. On the other hand,
the demand has risen multifold
which Coal India intended to meet
by achieving the goal of 1 billion
MT of production capacity by
2020 which has been pushed to
2025. What structural and
functional reforms would you
suggest so that this process is
expedited?

Mr Swarup: To me, the critical
part is the definition of roles
between the Central and the state
governments. What usually
happens and typically happens is
that the central government or
the state government, they are
piling on public sector
undertakings. You know, they
create all the problems for public
sector undertakings without
helping them so the watch word
for me was not monitoring but
facilitating. The question is the
approach as people in the central
government sometimes feel that
they can just write a strong letter
to the public sector undertaking
and suddenly things will improve.
My experience of 38 years tells me
that if letters were to improve the
performance of various 

organizations we would be writing
letters too because all performance
would have improved. That's the
easiest thing to do. Sit in a room and
dictate out a letter and send it to
somebody but it doesn't work that
way. We have to understand the ‘why’
of a problem. Why is that a problem?
And then see what roles can be
performed respectively by various
stakeholders. In this case, let us try
and understand the roles of central
and the state government and the
Coal India Limited. To me, when we
talk in terms of land acquisition, it is
done by the state governments. Now,
if coal India is supposed to liaise with
the state governments, it will be very
difficult. For central government, it is
much easier to talk to a state
government and persuade them to
acquire land. So the role of central
government is extremely important
in terms of acquisition of land.
Similarly, in case of environmental
forest clearance, it is the central
government's role because again, Coal
India cannot persuade these state
governments to fast track the process
of the applications of environment
forest clearance. And finally, the
environment forest clearance is given
by the central government, not by the
state government. The processing is
done by the state government, but it's
done by the centre. Here again, the
central government has to play the
role. You had mentioned about the
Coal Project Monitoring Group
(CPMG), the idea of setting up that
group was that central government
will help Coal India. I am using this
word ‘help’, not ‘monitor’, Coal India
in getting these clearances and we did
that. We got clearances for more than
3,500 hectares of land of environment
forest clearance. Now, writing letters
to Coal India… My arrangement with 

Coal India, and that should be
the arrangement with public
sector undertakings, was that
your job is to dig coal, to get coal
out. As far as state government
and central government
agencies are concerned, I am
there to help you. That was my
arrangement at work. Same
arrangement will be required to
be done now because merely
monitoring and writing letters
will not help in increasing coal 

production. We may believe that
it will, but it will not once the
roles are clearly defined because
I used to tell the chairman
called India, that I'm not going
to interfere in your work. You
tell me if you have a problem,
I'll try and solve the problem.
Now, my approach was very
simple. Why wouldn't a
chairman of coal India not want
to increase coal production?
Everyone wants to do well. My
monitoring is not going to help
unless I ask, “can I help you?” I
mean, that is the whole
attitudinal problem which some 
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of us have. Some of us believe that
until and unless you have a danda
and you apply the danda, people
don't work. These are not school
kids. No, these are people who
want to perform, who want to
show their performance. If that is
the case, then I should ask a
different question instead of
asking them, “Why aren't you
producing so much coal?” I will
ask, “Can I help you increase coal
production?” It makes a world of 

a difference. There is a basic
attitudinal problem. I hear that
secretaries to the Government of
India, keep writing letters. What
is it achieving? I can say that from
personal experience. I don't recall
having written any… any you
know, such worded letters to the
Chairman of Coal India. I used to
pick up phone and ask him,
“Batao kya karna hai. This is the
problem, let's sit down and sort it
out.” Now, instead of asking him
to solve all the problems, my
approach was let's sit down and
find a solution. It works, it works
beautifully. I had a great  

relationship with the chairman of
Coal India and the coal production
went up. If I have an adversarial
relationship that you are not doing
anything. Why aren't you doing
anything? Explain. Everyone who
loves that. You know, I was asked by
very senior people, “Yaar tum
monitor nahi karte ho.” I said,
“Monitor karke kya milega? Aapko
coal chahiye na? Hum coal denge. Aap
coal se matlab rakhiye. Hum kya
karte hain wo mujhpe chhod dijiye.”.
We like to treat our colleague officers
and our juniors like school children.
We shouldn't be doing that. They are
responsible people, if you treat them
that way I think my experience tells
me and if you read my two books
there are many examples. It's not that
I succeeded everywhere but I was
committed to adopting an approach,
which is to help people around rather
than monitor people. Many of you
would be wanting to get into civil
service, Now, until you understand
that what I need to do to get into civil
service. What are you going to do?
You want to tear your hair out? Keep
shouting at everyone? Keep
complaining? It doesn't work. You
have to first find out why am I unable
to qualify? Suppose if you don't. I did
that. In the first year I qualified for
the police service. I analyzed why
didn't I qualify for the IAS? And then
I worked towards it. Religiously. I
may or may not succeed, you know,
it's ‘कम��येवा�धकार�ते मा फलेषु कदाचन’ 
 but the point is, whether I'm moving
in the right direction, that's the key.
To me, the whole approach towards
monitoring writing letters. I mean,
people might disagree. Some people
may have succeeded that way, I
would still believe it should be
facilitation rather than monitoring.

Hardik: As we know 70% of
our electricity generation uses
coal and 80% of this coal is
obtained through coal India
Limited. Sir, we would like to
hear your views on Coal India as
an institution. 

Mr Swarup: See, Coal India is
not a perfect institution. It has
its problems, but it has
absolutely fabulous officers who
are committed to improving
coal production. But there are,
as I said, there are problems
with old enough. For example,
they have to upgrade technology
because the technology of
excavating coal is changing by
the day. So they have to upgrade
that technology. They should do
it. Then they should close down
such mines which are
uneconomic in nature. You
know there are certain mines
with the cost of production is so
high that there's no reason for
continuing with those. They
should close such mines and
open more economic mines for
them to become more viable.
Similarly their structure. Do you
know what they do when they
acquire land? They provide
employment to the owner of the
land which is a very good thing.
Not many people know about it
and that's why they are able to
acquire more land. So they
provide employment. Now
whether those people who are
employed are trained
appropriately, adjusted
appropriately, so on and so forth
is one of many issues with Coal
India. But my contention is as I
keep saying, there's no
organization that is perfect. 
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They can learn from each other.
That is one way of looking at Coal
India. The other aspect of Coal
India is that the Government of
India also has an important role.
Chairman of Coal India not being
there for one year now, who
selects this chairman of Coal
India? Government of India. Now,
how can Coal India be held
responsible for not having a
chairman if the responsibility
rests with the government? Not
only that, the directors of the
company are appointed by the
Government of India. Even today,
two subsidiaries of Coal India, do
not have a chairman So there is a
role that has to be played by the
government. So instead of asking
Coal India to do this, do that and
and the other, the central
government should do, its work to
provide the personnel that is to be
provided to them. Then the
central government dictates a
number of decisions- You should
do this. You do that. There has to
be thought about it. You can't
keep directing Coal India for
everything and then hold them
responsible. Either you give them
that freedom to work and then
hold them responsible or you take
the responsibility. If you are not,
if you're making the wrong
decisions. So there are roles to be
performed by the central
government and Coal India. As I
keep saying, Coal India is not a
perfect institution, but it has
enormous potential. I've seen that
potential realize, you know, there
are young officers, who want to do
things so we have to encourage
them. The question is whether we
are encouraging them or only
writing letters. Secondly, in order 

to increase coal production, I have
always felt that Coal India monopoly
may not be the right phrase, but I
think they have been the
predominant players in the coal
sector so far. I have always been of
the view that in the view of the
demand of coal in India, we should
promote commercial mining. Thereby
bringing in competition. Why not? I
said that in 2015 and fortunately the
Prime Minister also agreed. But
somehow at some level between the
Prime Minister and I, the file got
stuck. It happens in the government
and it was realised only five years
down the line and in 2020, the
government took a decision to open
up to commercial mining.
Commercial mining will help increase
production. It will also help Coal
India in terms of engaging with
people who have better technology,
learning from them and improving
their own technology. Because, as I
keep saying, technology is a very key
factor in improving deficiencies and
that can happen if there is
competition. Right now, Coal India
does not have any competition.

Hardik: Moving on to the next
question. Sir, I would like to focus on
the power sector. So in the power
sector, we can see that there has been
a huge default in payments. Both by
the generating companies, GENCOS as
we call them, and the DISCOMS or
distributing companies. The central
government has frequently issued
several bailout packages for the
DISCOMS, and the UDAY scheme of
2015 was aimed at reviving the
DISCOM sector because, as far as I
have read, it is the worst performing
in my opinion. So why do you think
that this payment chain crisis
happened? And how can it be 

resolved? 

Mr Swarup: I'm glad you raised
this issue because we all discuss
coal, but the real problem is the
power sector. Coal is a problem
that can be sorted out easily but
the power sector problem is
much more complex and
difficult. And hence we keep
pushing it under the carpet and
every time you push it under
the carpet, it comes out as a
bigger devil. If the power sector
crisis is not handled
appropriately, it could lead to a
serious economic crisis. And let
me explain this to you, how it is
and then how it could possibly
be sorted out, both things.
Number one, the existing status,
as you rightly pointed out, the
problem is with distribution

companies. Because they are
working on an uneconomic
formula. They buy electricity at
a higher rate and sell it at a
cheaper rate. If that is the case,
they are never going to make 
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money. So how can that be
corrected? I'll come to that later
on, but I'm just trying to tell you
what is the problem and then
discuss the ‘why’ of it? Now, since
DISCOM companies are unable to
earn the money that they should
earn, they are unable to pay to the
generating companies. If my
information is correct, this is
based on the Power Finance
Corporation data that they release
periodically. On the 31st of March
2021, the DISCOMS owed more
than two lakh crores to the
generating companies. Earlier, I
thought the number was 50,000
crores which I had been using in
my article, but I recently saw a
statement. It may be different a
bit here and there, but it's a huge
amount. And these DISCOMS in
turn owe around 20,000 crores to

Coal India for coal payments.
Now, Coal India which was cash
surplus with Rs. 35,000, I am told
some of the subsidiaries have had
to take loans from the bank to pay
salaries to their advice. So though 

they are showing profit, they are not
cash rich. The cash flow has stopped.
So 20,000 crore is shown as a
receivable in Coa India, but the
money is not there. Since money is
not there, how do you spend it? So, in
your records it will appear as profit,
but the money is not available. Now,
the real crisis will come in case of
DISCOMS which are running into
problems in any case, for a variety of
reasons. Now, if they don't get paid,
where does the money for them
come? They're taking loans from the
banks. And if these loans become
NPAs, then the banks will run into
problems. So there is a much greater
crisis beckoning us if we don't
address those issues. Now, let us
understand, the genesis of the
problem is DISCOMS. I mean, there
are minor problems with generating
companies and Coal India, but the
major problem is with DISCOMS. And
as you rightly put that UDAY
provided the opportunity to correct it.
And UDAY was based on what had
happened in Gujarat. You know,
people talk about the Gujarat model.
To me, perhaps one of the foremost
models from Gujarat should have
been the power sector. I distinctly
record in one out of the meetings with
the Prime Minister and other
ministers, I mentioned to him, “Sir jo
apne Gujarat mein kiya wahi karna
hai bas.” And obviously, he agreed.
But it didn't happen. Why didn't it
happen? It didn't happen because of
the approach that was adopted.
Approach was to convene a meeting
in Delhi, have a discussion here and
then people go and God bless you. I
had written, and I have a copy of that
note which I had sent to the minister
then, that these meetings should be
held in the state governments. In fact,
for Rajasthan, it should be held in 

Gandhinagar where the officers
of the Rajasthan government
should sit with the officers of
Gujarat government to
understand how they make it
happen in Gujarat. And then it's
easy to replicate. You know,
there are many gyani purush in
this country, bahut gyani bante
hain. Jinhone kuch kiya nahi
hoga, gyan baant-te hain. I have
always believed that Gyan
should come out of practice.
Because then, you'll be able to
demonstrate that what I am
telling you is not only possible,
it has happened. Since it has
happened, it can happen again.
That's what I did throughout
my career. Find a model where
it has worked, and then
demonstrate to others that I'm
not giving you gyan, that this is
how it should be done. It has
happened. Now, Rajasthan and
Gujarat have similar terrains,
they're joining states. So if it can
happen in Gujarat, we should
try and understand, why hasn’t
it happened in Rajasthan? Now,
I can't go into the details of
UDAY. UDAY had components,
like, you know, smart metering,
separate feeders - feeders for
rural, for commercial. Because
that way you'll be able to
account where the loss is
happening. This is not to say
that nothing happened under
UDAY. But the point is, the
logical conclusion didn't
happen. It was left halfway and
it was on occasions found
politically inconvenient to
enforce what was expected of
them under UDAY. So to me,
UDAY ka uday to hua hi nahi,
agar UDAY ka uday ho jaata to  
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power sector theek ho jaata. The
problem is the manner in which
Uday was implemented. It's a
brilliant scheme. Very well
thought of scheme. It contains all
the factors that are essential for
reviving the power sector, for
reviving the DISCOMS. But in
India, there is a huge problem in
terms of ideas being there and not
being implemented, and let me
digress a bit. You know, it's very
easy to have an idea in this
country. Everyone has an idea.
Aap se main poochun kya
karenge, aap bata denge ye
karenge. But for an idea to
fructify in a country like ours,
which is a democracy, it has to be
politically acceptable, socially
desirable, technologically feasible,
financially viable,
administratively doable, judicially
tenable and emotionally relatable.
These are seven dimensions. Now,
UDAY was a great idea, but the
problem here is implementing
those ideas like, you know, all of
us know that there's no problem
in getting a policy going. If I don't
have a clear cut action plan
outlining what needs to be done,
how to be done, who will do it, it
will just remain an idea and we'll
have great academic discussions
with people, yaar ye hona
chahiye. Everyone will talk of kya
hona chahiye. Are bhai ho kyon
nahi raha ye to jaano! Until and
unless you understand the why of
it not happening, you’ll never be
able to solve it. UDAY faced that
problem. Because there was a
solution available and a solution
that worked in Gujarat. But
unfortunately, at the
implementation level, we didn't
indulge ourselves in such 

intensive discussions as were
imperative for implementing a good
policy like that.

Shreya: So, to follow that up, I would
like to ask a related question. Do you
think the problem with DISCOMS has
something to do with these tall
promises that politicians make, that
we will give you cheaper electricity
and even sometimes we'll give it to
you free of cost, as if it is produced
out of thin air and for no cost. So
what impact does this have that
trickles down into the Coal sector?

Mr Swarup: You know, this is
something which is not
understood by the common
man, because it's a bit
complicated. If any government
announces free electricity, it is
not at the cost of DISCOMS.
Government makes a budgetary
provision to give that money to
DISCOMS. Because without that,
it won't work. Under the
existing dispensation, if the
government decides to give free
electricity to any constituency,
then that money is budgeted 
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impact the state government, its
finances. There are many other
implications of it. But as far as
DISCOMS are concerned, giving free
electricity to somebody is not a
burden on DISCOMS. The real
problem with the DISCOMS is what
they call the AT&T losses. The
transmission and distribution losses.
Because these losses hide the chori or
the theft that happens in power
centers. The primary problem is that.
And second, of course, the costing of
it. At what price they are getting the
power and at what price they're 

selling the power. So pricing is
also a factor but free power,
they want it politically,
economically it is disastrous
because anything free is not
valued. But as I said, if you want
to take away that, it has to be
politically desirable and it
becomes difficult. More and
more states are competing with
each other to give free power. I
don't know what is the
economics of it, but DISCOMS
are not impacted by that.
DISCOMS have serious
problems, but this is not a
problem.

and given to DISCOMS. At least on
paper, it works that way. So
DISCOMS should not be making a
loss. State Governments may not
transfer that money for a variety
of reasons as some of the states
are doing. But technically
speaking, that is not a loss to the
DISCOMS. In fact, it's a profit in
the sense that they get the entire
amount, which they will not
recover if they were to give the
electricity. So that money comes
to them. Though, in the long run
even that is harmful, it will 

View the whole interview with
Mr Anil Swarup, former Coal
Secretary of India, about the
recurring problem of Coal
Shortage in the country, on
our YouTube channel. 

Listen to him eloquently
describing the issue and
narrating insightful stories
about his illustrious career.

 Also, discover the  practical
solutions to address the
problem. 

Find us at:
https://youtu.be/VJ3LI0KSyb8  

RWE Power's Neurath coal power
plant. [Greg McNevin / Europe

Beyond Coal]
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